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ABSTRACT

One area of research with computer-based systems fca,
storage and retrieval of science information is the delivery of
knowledge required by users rather than citations to documents which
contain the needed The Surpose of thi4 project was to

-identify the kinds cif.derivatiy:e--informatiOn products needed by sers
o.f science information and to delineate characteristics of the user
and his work,which determine hdir the products should 'be designed.
'Identification: of derivative inforMation prcduct needs was
accomplished through structured interviews-with 14 researchers (f,rvm,

three institutions) and 12 teachers-(from two school systems) active
in environmental science. Product 'design criteria were determined

through case studies with two researchers and two teachers to develop
products relative.to-their current wcrk requiresents. Ree*archew
shared a need for eight derivative information products which were
grouped into: (1) content related products, (2) method related
prodtcts, and (3A special data storage and retrieval products. Four
of the eight inf6rmatiOn products described by the high school
teacherg were simij_ar it structure tc those ,identified by the
researchers. Specific derivative information products were prepared
for the researchers andit.teachers by. information specialists,
according to their needsils determined,by the case studies. Materials

, for teachers were selected to assist in lecture and laboratory,
preparation and to prcvide audioviSual presentatibns for the
classroom. Results of the-research demonstrated a need for derivative
inf9rmation/prod.udts which can be prepared by information Specialists
on the-basis of interviews -with users. {Author/JAB)
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'One area of research with computer=based systems for storage and

..

ABSTRACT

retrieval of science information is the delivery of knowledge required

by users rather than citations to documents which contain the needed knowledge.
4'

211(
The puts of these future'Systems are assumed to be derivative information'

,products whose content and format dhara,cteriStics Match the specific need' ' f

.,Z
. .

ch
1

aracteristics _r the individual user. The purpose of the present effort was..,
7'z

,

to identify the kinds of derivative information products needed by Users of
.

science information, and to delineate' some of the characteristics of the user

and his work which determine how, the product should be'designed .

The identification of main categories, of derivative infonnation product

needs was accomplished through structured interviews with fourteen researchers
.

sand twelve, teachers active in the field of environmental science. The de-1

lineation of product design criteria for individual users was accomplished
.

in case study fashion, working in an on-line mode with two researchers 'and

two teachers to develop specific derivative information products in'responsq'

to their current work requirements .

Researchers were fclund td share a common need for eight deriyative

information products which were grouped into three classes as follows:

Content Related Products: Variable lists, chemical/physicaV
behavioral characterization of variables, effects of variables on
selected sets of other variables.

Method Related Products: Descriptions of major methodological
approaches, procedural guides, alternative instruments for'
measurement and analysis. .

Special Data Storage and..Retrieval Products: Charts/maps for
research site Selection, baseline data on selected, site.

Four of the eight information products desdribed by *the high school

teachers were Similar in structure to those identified by the rresearchArs . ,

.

These were variable characterizations, effects of-variables on selected sets

iii



of other variables, procedural guides and baseline data . The four ,other
products identified by the high school teachers were lists of, local environ-

,

mental organizations, descriptions of effective teaching methods, char-
acterizations of available laboratory exercises and pollution standards for
local streams.

Specific derivative information products were prepared by information-.
specialists with nc;,particular training in 'the user's field of expertise. The
specific design of each product prepared for the two researchers reflected the
user's present knoWledge of the problem, the decision-task in the overall
research process which he needed to resolve, the way' in which he structured
the variables of concern, and the strategy by which he chose to approach the
problem. Type of content presentation depended upon the sophistication or
stage of development of tie problem area. For' well developed content areas
he needed the barest of results summaries as best presented in charts, gra9hs,
tables or figures; for problems in an early stage of development he needed more
discUrsive content, particularly exerpts from Discussion sections of journal
articles Where the author's ideas are presented about what, the results mean.

Product design criteria for the teachers, on the other hand, were based
on 'characteristics of the student population for which the products were in-
tended. Topics Were chosen which were most salient to their day-to-day

experiences. Only the most well-established facts were needed; presented
_in the most, straight forward manner. As with the researchers, graphic

representations of concepts and data were found to be most desirable.
Overall the results of the current work document,th need for derivative

,

information products, and demonstrate that highly acceptable products can.
be prepared by information specialists on the basis of structures determined

. - in task -,a fa9.,1ysiS interviews with the user.
. 14kt 'a
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IDENTIFICATION AND PREPARATION OF DERIVATIVE INFORMATION PRODUCTS
REQUIRED. BY SELECTED USERS OF SCIENCE INFORMATION

\I. INTRODUCTION

A. Rationale

. It 'is generally assumed that the information requirements of scientists

as Users are noAreadily satisfied by the information provided by scientists'

as producers. Formats of journal articles, texts, handbooks and the like

are structured to accommodate th; derails of an experiment, problem area

review, data compilaticin,etc., based on the orientation and perspective of

the producer ata given time in the development of the content area of con-

cern. A scientist as user on the other hand, encounters an information re-

-quirement in another time and from a unique background of,education, ex-

perience and.expertise. His spec,,rific information problem arises in the course

of his work as researcher, teacher, advisor to policy decision makers, etc.

The information he .needs is contained in the scientific literature but is not
S

directly accessible in the form required. He must locate and review,a large

number of original, articles in order to compile information relative to a very

'limited content area or:question. He needs a derivative information product

and he typically constructs it himself since the product' S usefulness ,depends

pon the interplay of factors best known by him: what he already knows about

the content, his approach td the problem solution, the specific task or decision

the product is to support, whether he will use it himself or provide it to his
s

students, etc. All of these and potentially other highly individual and time-
.

dependenF characteristicsf both the scientist-user and the context of his

work specify the utility characteristics of the derivative information product.

Present information systems retrieve citations land deliver documents to the
. .

user; if more were known about the derivatgre information products he gener-

ates from the documents, perhaps future systems could scan and exerpt doc'u-

ments according to the specific characteristics of the individual user's needs .

go.
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The current project was undertaken as a beginning effort to .empirically

document the existence of derivative information products and provide initial:,
answers to the following guestipns:

What are the main categories of derivative information ,products
generated by user scientist; in research and teaching role`"?

'Under what circnmstano-e. s does the need for derivptive products
occur in research and,teaching activity?

What criteria guide the design and format of derivative information
products?

Can scientist-information sp6cialist interactions be developed \
in which derivative information products needed by the scientist x
can be created by the information speclalist?

B. Scope and Conduct
,

The project participants Were a small sample of researchers and teachers

working ixi the environmental sciences. The environmental science area was
selected because it prdvides A common problem context acid at the same time
involves the Ile of information from a variety of disciplins It was'felt
that a common context would facilitate comparisons between participants

while the interdisciplinary nature of the area would provide experience,in

approaching the literature in severalscientifie fields Such as physics,
chemistry, biology', etG-.--The two job roles of researcher and teacher were

selected beca.use scientists iin these rores place a high demand on the
.

the=d-iffeiences -in purpOses andPerspec-:-

tives Of these two groups were considered as possible sonrces of variation
in information product format regUirements. samplewas used, because
of the in-depth, exploratory character of the project.

The 'Project was conducted as a two-phase effort. The first phase was

devoted toithe identification of majoi- categories of derivative informa tion

products either used or desI'red by researchers and teachers. This was ac-
.
complished,by a series of in-depth interviews with each participant directed

). .
2'
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at describing actual practices of creating products from original sources in

support of research, and teaching related tasks. The second phase involved

the development of prototype prodycts based on the characterizations developed

in the,firsephase. !'theparticipants in this second Phase were two teachers
,

and two researchers . The work required intensive analysis of task needs,

elaboration of'appropriate product formats _from phase one, and the selection

and compilation of relevant information into responsive information products.

,Prodyct creation was accomplished with the assistance of graduate students

attending the College of Library and Information Service,s at the University

of Maryland. Completed products were provided to the-scientists for review

and commenf. All products were accompanied by the full set pf documents'

used in product development. Each scientist was asked to examine products

for ease bf use, for completeness and for appropriateness of organization.

One of the major concerns was whether thematerial included in the pri,t4cts

Was adequate to the scientists information need or whether.tfas material

needed to be supplemented by sections of selected dotuments which were

not included in the products.

L

3

-
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II. INFORMATION N,ERS AND PRODUCTS RE9yIREMENTS

This section of the report describes the procedures and results ass9ci-
.

.

ated with'the information requirements analysis phase of the project.

Specifically', it presents detailed characterizations of the researcher and

teacher participants, of\
the task analysis procedures, of the basic research

and'teaching tasks, of the'information needs a.ssociated_with each task-and of -

the.products required to meet these needs.

A. Researchers

1. :Participants and Procedures y, 4

Fourteen Ph. D. scientists engaged in problem-oriented environmental

research projects were selected as participants. Table I shows the insti-

tutional affiliation, the specialty and the project area of each researcher.

Three institutions are represented in the sample: Uriiversity of Maryland

with six participants, Chesapeake Biological Laboratory with six participants

and the Smithsonian Institution with two participants. With regard to areas of

spqcialization, twelve of the fourteen researchers classified themselves in
.

sikields of biology., one in chemical engineering and one in bioch-eiNstr.'
-4The specific projects being conducted covered a wide range of topics

Iincluding population dynamics and species -competition among paramecia,
"0- -1-44

dietary requirements of blie crab larvae,and,patterns of genetic variations in

white pines Some of these projects were conducted in the field and some

were con-ducted in the laboratory. Sme variable'manipulation and
1 .ter

others involved variable observation and measurement.

In-depth interviews were held with each researcher for purposes Of

identifying project-related, infOrmati+ needs and the preferred formats for
0
pre-

e I

senting the needed infoimation. These interviews-were structured around the
tasks performed in conducting a research project.- This task approach focused

5
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Location

I.

Table 1., Re,§earcher Participants

University of Maryland

Zoology Department

Botany Department

Chesdpeake Biological
.Laboratory

Speciality

Evolutionary
aologist

Os,

Project

Population dynamics and species-
competition among paramecia .

Aquatic -Ecologist

,

Behavioral
Ecologist

Protozoologist

-,-

Ueur biologist

Pla neti-cist

Marine Biologist
(3)

S

Chemical
Engineer

"'915hysiologica
Ecologist

.

-Zooplankton
BroTogist

Distribution patterns of aquatic
insects as a function of environ-
mental gradients.- .

Nature of inter-specie competi-
tion for food and habit resources.
Taxon8mic and rnbith ogic class-
ification 'of Ciliates .

Effects of asfirin andiaspirin
analogs on ell, membra4an-4 potential .

Patterns of genetic variations in
'white pine and the effects of en-
vironmental conditions.

Significance, o_ f striped bass
spawning ground in upper
Potomac River;

e Diet, of blue crab larvae at
various developmental stages.

Effects of clredged spoil dumping'
op shell fish populatioh.

Environmental requirements for
culturing.oMters in the laboratory
on a' larg6-scale.

Hydrologic-characteristics of the'
upper 13otcimac. River.

Applicatibn of electrophoreiis to
differentiation among blackducks,
mallards' and hybrids .

3' t

6

14

Living carbon as a source of food
for zooplankton.



Table 1. Researcher Participants, (Continued)

Location I Speciality Project (
.

Smithsonian Institute

Rhode River Project
-

Biochemist ', 'Phosphorus recycling through
forests. .

Radiation Biology
Laboratory v

EnvAnmental
Physi logist

Marsh productivity as measured
by carbon exchange, ,a

IF
4.

the discugsion with the searcher on the' step-by-step process of imple-

menting a research project. Each of the'se steps has a potential for gener-

ating the need for infOrmatiOn support either to complete that step or to initiate

the next step. Two interview guides were developed: one included an out- _

line of task,areas and questions related to labsoratory manipulation research,

the other listed tasks required in field observation pi-ojects. (See Appendix A.)

Each outlin e was composed.of. ten ,major tasks.. Several of th`e tasks were

common to both types of projects. These were:

Define research problem.,

Select or develop apparatus.

Select measurement methods

-0 Collect 1ata

Analyz -t

Interpret resu

Report resultt

Those tasks that were tinf eto.thh field observation projects included 4-

characterization of the'esearch environment, selection of specific research

site(s) and development of a 'data collection and sampling plan. The tasks

specifically associated with laboratory manipulation projects were identifi,

cation and description Of ,independent variables, development of experimental

design, and 'maintenance and culturing of organisms in he labo.ratory .

4;
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The first step in each interview was to describe the purpose of the meeting
to.the researcher. The purpose being to identify information needs and pre-
sentation formats.associated with the conduct of a research project. The second
step involved having theresearcher select for discussion a recently completed
or. on -going project, whidh required information support at one or more stages .
Third, the researcher was asked to review the two interview guides and

choose the one which best matched the selected project. The fourth step
in the interview process wa's the step-by-step distussion with the researcher .

concerning each task, the information needs or questions associated, with that
task, and the information products either created Or desired by the researcher

.

to allow for most efficient use. The average length of these initial interviews
was one and one-half to two hours.

The results from the interviews were summarized andthes;potentially useful

informatiOn products. listed . Structural, outlines were then created to char -'
acterize each identified product. A second set of interviews was conducted
with the-resVarchers to modify and elaborate the product outlines .

2. Results.

All of thexesearch projects d' us sed in the interviews were
problem oriented ancl in most cases the researchers were concerned with
applying a familiar methodology to a new content area or to a new spt of

enyironmental*conditions. The results of the interviews led to the identifi-
cation of eight information products. Table 2 shows the relationships between

information products and research tasks; some of the products were identified
as'being useful for more than one task. Three of the tasks, develop experi-;

mental design, collect data and prepare report, did not require any direct
information support for the sample Of researcher participants. Development

-
of the dxperipental design relies on knowledge gained -in the accomplishment-

,

of other tasks suclitas selection of variables and selection of methods and,

therefore, indirectly draws on the infprmation products supporting those tasks .

8

1,6,
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Table 2. search Tasks with ,Iriformation Products

Research asks Information Product&..,

I . Define Rese rch Problem
m

,

List of variables related to prOblem.
area.

. . 4.4.

. 4 ,

2. Descri e and Select
Vari les ./

--- .

.

4

.4

List off pariablesrelated-to
area.

", CharacterizatiOnsof v.
of physical/chemical/behavioral
properties .

4

Effects of a selected variable'
variables.

j
probl m

riables in terms
_.

on other
.

.

3. Characterize Research
Environment

4

,

_____---- .,.., '

. Characterization of variables in terms
of physical/chemical/behavioral

'wooperties,.

' Effects of selected variables on other
.variables'.

4. Select Research Site(s)
.

- 4. .

.

. .

, ,.

,.

Maps .and chart specifying
.
topol-

graphical information.

Baseline data on selected variables ,

such as rainfall, -distributi2D of
_biota, etc.,- . . w.ti

. Sel'ect Research ethods
- i

,Descriptions of major methodological
alternatives. .

, -

6.-MaintainC lture Sample
Organisin'

- .
Procedural guides for sampling,
culturing, etc.

.

7 ., Select/ evelop' Apparatus

, . .
.

- Characterizations of alternative instru-
ments for measurement and analysis.of
selected variables

4

,

8.. Develop Data Collection Ind
1

Sampling Plan
Procedural guides for sampling.,

4 lculpging, etc. ,

9

1

, 4



Table 2. Research Tasks with Information ProdUcts (Continued):
-4-

. ,
Research Tasks Information Products

9 . Analyze and Interpret Data Characterization of variables in terms
of physical/chemical/behavioral
properties.

if Effects of selected l'iariablets on other
variables.

Baseline data on selected variables
such as rainfall, distributieh of
biota, etc.
Descriptions of majOr Inetliodologicai
alternatives.

rata collection is the implementation of the methodology and procedures,
,

'

Report preparation is-sthe,written presentation of the project and derives indirect

Support froth all information products .
k %

The identified information products fall i three 'general classes: -

content-related products, method-relaeod products, and special data storage

and presentation products, The Specific products in.the content class are:

Lists of variables related to the research problem.:

Chafacterization of variables in terms of physical/chemical/
behavioral properties . /
Effects of selected variables on other variabiet or variable
combinations. -4

4,

Variable lists were mentioned as desirable by_ three of the researchers: In

all cases these lists were used in the tasks of bounding the problerri area and

selecting variables to include in the study. One example of this product is a

list of marsh plants ordered in terms of abundance in Chesapeake Bay. Another
- -example is a list of environmental factors that could influence growth rates

a

in white pines. Characterization of variables in terms of physical/Chemical/

behavioral properties was identified as a useful product in the tasks of

10
18
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variable selection' and results interpretation by nine researchers. This product

can be thought of in terms of a matrix with the rows listing the variables

and the columns listing the characteristics. Some specific examples are
. -

physical and biolOgical characteristics of trout streams at different elevational

gradients; morphological and behaviOal characteristicsof black ducks,

mallards and hybrids; chemical and physical properties of'Vspirin and aspirin

analogs. Variable interactions Or the effects of one variable on another was

mentioned by five researchers as a product need for two project tasks:

selection of,mariapes and interpretation of result's. This product is structured

to present ,results summaries from the professional literature primarily in the

form of/tables,and figures . These summaries provide the researcher with a

better understanding of the_variables under' consideration, as well as with a

basis fors comparing data resulting from his/her current research efforts. An

example here is t e, requirementqo know more agiiut hoir 'environmental con-

ditions affect growth rates in white pines .'2There were no diffeiences between
.

fieldfand laboratory researchers in their expressed needs for contentTrelated

products. . . t"
,

, o

,,
Tv

. The second class of products, those dealing with methoaelogy and pro-
,

cedures include: _

- ;
Descriptions and evaluatio,ns of major inethodolod'ical alternatives

s ' for approaching the select64 probldm lire?

of. Procedural guides for sampling; transporting, cultdring
'brganisznst

..

Descriptions of alternative,instrurnents forsmeasurementand '
analysis .

A description of methodological alternatives,for studYinil # selectedtdontent
,

,
areb w.bs identified by four researchers as euseful product, ,Three of the

*,

four researchers wanted this product for 4purposes of comparing other

methodologies with the one chosen in terms of reliability, precisidn, unitof

measurement,. etc.. The fourth researchet Was involved in selecting It



1

O

c

a

methodology to approach the research problem . Tht need for procedural
guides was mentioned by sev6n of the researchers. These guides would

.describe the specific procedures and tetriniques for transporting, maintaining

tat

and' growing test organisms in. the labciratory environment Some examples of
titest organistns-oPd iniithe. research projects described are paramecia, aquatic,--..--..-F#r

.

iinsects, blue:crab larvae and oysters'. A characterization of alternative 4
. . ,

instrumentation was neede,d by six researchers; in all cases the need for. ;

. .
.this product was linked to field research projects. The pri, rriar;y concern was

for description' of operational performance and durability iirkder d sethtted set .
4 4°, -..- : ...
t

,V11of environmental Caiditions such as those 'existing in a fait. iiiarsh a mioUntain- , . ,

stream or a large riVer. -

The third class of products deals with special data storage and presentation.
They include: ,

'Charts and maps designed for research site se*ction.
o Charts and maps designed for baseline ,data and trend data.

Two researchers indicated a requirement foi- charts-and maps to assist in the
,selection of a research site. One was interested in topographical features such
as vegetation, elevations and roads in the area of mountain streams, the other
needed information for selecting a tidal creek as a site to study the,char--
acteristics of marsh detritus. Baseline data were mentioned by three re-:-

searchers . The primary need here was-for an historical presentation of
-information on such variables as biological inventory in a selected area, water
`quality characteristics dr frequency and amount of rainfall. These data were
identified as,useful in the accomplishment of two tanks; selecting and char-
acterizing a specific research site and interpreting research results obtained
at a selected sue.

,s7
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B. Teachers

1. Participants' and nocedures
d;

Eleven secondary school,tlachers an one college professor were

Selected-to participate. Table 3 shows thp location, the background, and

theicour e emphasis for each secondary schoo l teacher. These teachers were

drawn fro two county schdol systems: Montgomery County and Prince

Georgd\s County. With=Tegard to educatiohal background-, nine had either

bachelor or master degrees in-biology',:)ne had a.bachelor's degree in gelogy*
..,

and one had a maste r's degree in chemist y.. As compared to the researchers,

the teachers appear to be less" specialized and to have less formal education.

Th'e content of,the courses offered by these, teachers fell into two areas:
_

environmental problems and ecology. The major topics covered under environ-

mental problems included air pollution, water pollution, solid waste disposal

and population trends .

The college profeilor,wat associated with the University of M aryland and

had responsibility for a graduate level course in environmental chemistry.

This profpessor las selected to participate for two reasons: first, to provide
..,

a contrast to the secondarylschool teachers in terms of level of eOphistication

of needed packags as.wellas the format of those packages and second/ to

take advantage of his expressed interest in the development and use of

.information packages for student learning both at the tS11ege and secondary

school level. One-of,his.earlier projects was the creation a an enyiron-
,'

mental chemistry module f r use with high schoO students.
,. ,

.
. . The task analysis meth ology ndiscussed in the section on researchers

,
I

was applied to the in-depth interviews with teachers .)An interview guide detail-
,

ing the seven main teaching tasks was developed. .(See Appendix A) These tasks

include:

Selecting objectives.

= Determining course format.

Selecting topics.

A



Table 3. Teacher Participants

`Location Background

Montgomery County

Jun EfightSchoOl

Senior High School

.Prince George's County./

Junior High Schdol

Senior Lfigh School
4

Bioldgist (BA)

Geologist (BA)

Biologist (MA)

Biologist (MA)

Biologist (BA)

a

Course Emphasis.

Environmental Problems

Environmental Problems

Ecology

Ecology

Chemist (1y1)

BiologiAt (BA) ,

.Biologi (BA)

Biologist (MA)'

Biologist (BA),.

'Biologist (BA)

.4Ecolog y

-Environmental Pl'oblqms

Environmental Problems.

.4Znvironmental Problems

, 2
IThiversity of Maryland
Chemistry Department

Chemist .D..)

Sele,cting stUderh reading and projects.
's Preparing lectures/discussion

Selecting laboratory exercises

Selecting field exercises,

. Ecology

Ecology

Ecology

Environmental Chemistry

V

These tasks were identified in a previous study in which the teaching
activities of college professors.iwere used as a basis for designing a document
retrieval system (Mayor'and Vaughan, 1974) . Each teacher was askeil to
describe is /her course activities \n eatCh task area and the type and organ-.
ration- of information needed to support those activities. These interviews
averaged, from one and one-half to two halts in length. Inforpation needs

14
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arid pr )duct characterizations'were summarized following the initial set of

interviews . A second round of interviews was, conducted to mcdify anti

elaborate these characterizations.
2. Results Secondary School Teachers

Results of the interviewsled to the following general course

descriptions . All secondary school courses were formatted to include lecture,

'.. labor\atory and:field work with the smallest percentage of class time being', .

devoted to formal lebtures. Course objectives' were of two, types: content
. .\ .

objectives and procesg objectiveh. The content objectives were aimed at ,
..

.
.. . .

. .,
,

students gaining knowledge of key concepts and facts in order to dpivelop an"

understanding of the environment and the factors that effect environmental

.balance. The process objectives dealt with students developing skills in

applying research methods and_lechniques. A11 'ocher's Mentioned both

type,s of objectives; however, some placed 4M emphasis on content awhile

others focused on process. As mentioned earlier, cpuese topics were in the

areas of environmental p011ution problems and ecology. Forthemost,parte

topic selection was guided by the curriculum: The function of the laboratory
.

a was to teach students-the use of standard research methods and techniques
and to demonstrate,experimentally, principles disbussed in thee lecture portion

of the course.. In some cases students were...asked to 'design independent

laboratory projects and write a report describing the results. Teachers were

'interested in insuring that the exercises in the laboratory' ere integrated
, .

with the topics being covered. Each course had a field work component

which was designed around monitoring and measuring chemical, physical,

and biological activities in local streams. This field work was part of a
4 .. , -

county Wide program in both Prince George's and Montgomery. CountiS.'
. ?.6

Wherever possible attempts were made to fully integrate the field work with
1

.

the laboratory and leceure. In one instance, the field effcirt was used,as. the

core component of the course.

3->
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Four of the seven teaching tasks discussed in the interview were - identified
as requiring information support. These tasks, are: select student reading,

'prepare lectures/discussions, select and prepare laboratory exercises, and

'select and prepare field exercises. Table 4 shows the eight information

products which relate to these tasks.' Several of the products described
by teachers as useful are similar in structure to those identified by researchers.

.
These products include:

Characterizations of selected environmental varia ?les in terms
of chemical/physical/biological consids\rations. .
Effects of environmental' pollution on plants, animals',. humans;
interactions of environmental. '
Proceduial guides for taking and analyzing sample's.

. Base'lite dataon selected variables oh as water quality,
distribution of,biotra, etc.

Characterization of variables and tfie effects of variables were identified by
six 'teachers as being useful for develop ing student reading and for pre-
paring ledtures.. In supporting the task of lecture preparation, these products
served two purposes: providing the teacher with new information for his/her
understaipding and with materials such as charts, .tables, and figures that.

could 6e used, Ito graphically demonstrate principles to the students. The, .
major concern of he secondary school teachers was to present topics in a
way that motiva ed the students to learn. The sophistication level of the

ormaterial..neede by teachers differd significantly from that required by re-
,-

sear2phe s. T achers wanted simple explanations accompanied by graphic
)i

of selected variables and their effects that would be under-
standable t high school students; researchers required exhaustive descriptions
in these arras as their task was to select variable sets to include in a re-
search pro ect: The third product mentioned by'both ,teachers and resea c ers
wasa pro' edural guide. The four teachers indicating a need for this product
were loo ing for simplified descriptions, of field sampling and analysis

16
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Table 4. Teaching Tasks with Information Products

Tasks
.....

Information ProduOts

. Select Student Reading

.

, .

9'
Characterizations of selected en-
yironmental variables 1n terms of

-chemical/physical/biologiaal
'considerations,

.__.

Effects of environmental pollutants
on plantp, animals,_hitmans; 1

interactions of environmental
variables. .

.

2. Prepare Lectures /Discussions
.

-

, .

,
.

.

. .

. . ,
.

,1,,,,

Characterization of selected en-
vironmental variables. in terms of.
ohemibal/phy,,sical/biological
considerations.

Effects of environmental pollutants
on plants, animals,.humans;
interactions of environmental

$variables.

Compilation of local environmental
organizations, events, individuals
and reports.

Compilation of effective teaching,
?,' methods. . ..

. Select end Prepare Laboratory
. Exercises i

i

r-Description's of laboratory xee
.

.cises in term ohurpose; topic,
g'difficulty level, length, etc.

\4 . Select and Prepare-Field
Exdrcises

-

-,

.-

'

_,
s- Pollution standards for variables,,,,

being monitored/measured in,16Cal
.streams .

.
--.,-

.
Procedufal guides for taking `and

' analyz1.4 samples. /
.. ,.

_ Characterizations of variables in
similar field, research 'studies .

Baseline data on selected variables
such, as water quality,.istribution
of biota, etc.

17
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procedures . The requirement was/for descriptions that.could be used
directly by students, Researchers needed a product that would present the
most sophisticated and precise techniques aVailable. 'the fourth commonly

mentioned prod et was, baseline data on environmental conditions and biologi-

ical distributibns in a- selected field research area . The four teachels.e.
describing this need were interested in providing students with a general
idea o4'hat to expect ins the field study area. All mentioned the require-

. ment for simplified keys, to assist in the identification of local biota. Th_e

researchers' need for environmental baseline data was for use in interpreting,
eer

research project results. .' . /
Four additional products were identified by teachers as being of use in

, . . .... -
coursel-related tasks . Two of these provided support for lecture preparatien,
They were: 1

ea
Compilation of local environmental organizations, events,
individuals and reports .,

Compilation of effectiVe teachin(j.methods.

The description of local organizations, events, and individuals was described
as a need by five teachers This information would be used to provide

students with local examples of topics discussed in class, to plan partici-
pativn in local events and to-...lentify potential outside speakers on selected
topics. The compilation of teaching methods was mentioned "by three teachers..

,These teachers felt that their presentatiOns could be improved if they-were
>-

aware of methods used effectively by other teachers . Here again, the pri-
of

maryvaim was to interest and motivate the student. Anothei- product mentioned

was descriptions of laboratory exercises in terms of purpose, topic, difficulty
level, equipment needetraird-religttE---TIvere-S-Chers itifficated tkpk-this type

of information would be extremely useful'in selecting appropriate experiments._ .
Much time has been used in this selection process to identify experiments

that can be performed bx high school 5taents In one or two class periods

18
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and which rely on equipment that is generally available in high school science

departments. The final product, mentioned.by fOur teachers,waes a list of

pollution standards for variables being measured in the field projects. It

was felt that this product would be most useful if it Were structured to show
r

A

the wa quality conditions necessary for the survival of aquatic plants and
animals.

3, ,Results College Professor

The college proAessor 'discussed the information .need associated

with a graduate leyel course in environmental chemistry. The purpose of this
course was.to provide students with an.in-depth coverage of environmental 6,
hemistry problems. The basic format of the course was a series of lectures
n critical environmental problems. These lectures were presented by

faculty doing current research in each, problem area. Lectures were supple-
mented by notebooks of materials from the literaturgdescribing methods and

tt1ts r

Three information product's-were identified:

Characterization of variables in terms of source4 chemical
properties, concentrations, eta.
Effects of variables on plants, animals, humans, weather
patterns, etc.

ti

Descriptions and evalua.tions of major measurement methodologies.

The first two products, variable characterizations and effects, were mentioned

as being useful for both lecture preparation and development of student reading.

DesCriptions and evaluations of measurement methodologies we;re d- iscussed.

in connection with student reading. Ahough the purpose of these products'
differed from those identified through iesearcheminterviews, their structure
was similar. Additionally, the source of material to be included the,

products in both cases was the highly technical journa=l literature.

.19
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE INFORMATION PRODUCTS

4 Phase I activities provided evidence that general categories of dprivative

information products are needed by scientists in bbth research' and teaching

roles. Furthermore,. the results suggested that, through a -series of informa-

tion specialist /scientist interviews, specific product requirements could be

structured sufficiently to enable ttieinformation.sP6cialist to prepare a

product whose characteristics would match the particulareds of the us&

scientist.
The objective of Phase II was to substantiate the validity of thiS propo-

sition through implementation of the process and development of information

. products for selected user scientists . Accordingly, two researchers, a

secondary school teacher and a university professor were enlisted as partic-

ipants in Phase II activities . In-depth interviews were held with each

participant for purposes 4 describing current tasks and topic areas needing.

information suppor. The product outlines developed 'in the first project

phase were used to guide these interviews . Particular emphasis was placed

on elaborating the apprOgiriate product outlines terms of the project or

course content. The results of these interviews were 'summarized:a4Wot

as the basis for a second round of discussions . Thee disej.issionS fin-ther

"elaborated and clarified product needs . The four case studths are desdribed

I ere in terms of the scientist's tasks and information products needs, and
the information 'specialist's document search process and product design

gp-ategies. -

A. Researcher 1 .

1.- Tasks and Product Needs
Y 1 '

iN_ .;,S 4'
The fir-St researcher, .a biochemist, hadlust begun a new research

project and was involved in the tasks a hypothesis development and variable

selection. The general problem area of study was the possibility that

!. 21
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herbicideslised by farmers were responsible for the increased death rate 1
0 higher aquatic plants in the Chesapeake Bay. The needs of this resear_cher.5.

information
7I

),....and 'the nformation corresponding to these needs are shown in .

Table 5. The basic intent of the products was to narroW.down the number of

potential experimental variables; to obtain information which would assist in
selecting those variables most relevant to the problem Three types of pro-

.

ducts were identified: Lists of Variables, Characterization of Variables,
and Effect's of Variables on Other Variables. Lists of variables were required
in response to two needs: what chemical Compounds are being used by area
farmers and what aquatic plants are being affected? A characteritation of

each of the locally used compounds in terms of degradation over time was

Table 5. Effects of Herbicides on Aquatic Plants:
Needs and.Information Products

Needs
.

Products

What chemical compounds are
being used by area farmers?

. .

List of variables: herbicides used by
area farmers rated in terms of volume
of usage and increase in'usage.

What is the probability that
locally used chemicals are
reaching the water?'

.a

4. CAracterization of variables: break -
down of compounds over time due to
leaching through soil; sunlight,
microorganisms, etc:

What aquatic plants are being
affected?

List of variables: aquatic plants in
the Chesapeake Bay ordered in terms,
of death rates.

,.. ,r--

i What is known about#"-the-ef-
fects of the chemical Com-
pounds identified above on
the aquatic plants in the
CI'Msapeake Bay.

,

EffeCts of selected variables on other
variables: tables, figures,, etc.,

tl

showing' the toxic effects of chemical
compound' sets -on aquatic plant sets.

.

0
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needed to determine which of the compounds had the highest probability of

reaching the water. SpecifiC degradation factors mentioned by the researcher

were leaching through the soil, sunlight and microorganisms. The require-.

ments for a product dealing with effects and relationships resulted from a

'need to know about researbh on the toxicity of selected *compounds to aquatic

plants in the Chesapeake Bay.
.

2. Search Process and Product Preparation

The search for materials to be used in compiling

tion products was conducted by a library school graduate

the r quiredsiiiforma-

(MLSY at the 4n1.-i.

versity of,Maryland. Two procedures were followed in developing the lists

of variables: contacting knowledgeable individuals in the field and reviewing
vs 4

appropriate handbooks. The names of locally used herbicides and the amount

,,of their use in recent years was, obtained through an, interview with a professor

of agronomy at the University, of Iv?aryland. This infoymation was not dvail-
,

able in the literature. The list of rooted aquatic plants in the Chesapeake,7

Bay was provided by a researcher at the Chesapeake Biological Labore tory

who also r.ecommended two reports dealing with the-subject.

The search process associated with preparing variable characterizations

and describing the effects of on variable on another involved extensive use

of the professional journal literature. 'Six steps were involved in this process

4'Identify relevant bibliographic sources .

Search bibliographic sources and identify relevant citations.

Locate and obtain articles.

Review obtained articles for relevance.

An'alyze relevant articles for author and, journal patterns; review
references in articles

Select extracts and prepare produCt. i
I . ,

Figure 1 presents the steps and the percentage of time spent in accomplishing

each step. Approximately 130 hours were spent by the searcher in completing

23
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I,

these steps and in assembling !the needed products . The identification of

relevant bibliographic sources required 5% of the searcher' stime.4 step
'C'.
-involved selecting the most useful bibliographic tools and rpking t em in

terms ofdegree of productivity based on areview of guides to abstra ting/'y
indexing.:,services as well as recommendations Am on -site' librarian's and
the researcher. The guides to abstracting/indexing services are organized
byt subject and include brief'descriptions of each service in terms of breadth
and depth of coverage., Two guides* proved extremely usefuOn selecting
the most highly focused services for accessing the herbicide literature.

Searching the bibliograpnic sources and identifying relevant citations
occupied 20% of the searcher's time .-, This pro.cess represented the first level
of screening the literattire for relevance to the topic and the researcher's
information need's. Key words such as the name. of a specific herbicide or
a herbiCide action werePused to enter the abstract indexes . Review of se-*
lected abstracts was guidedby key words and the way these words related
to one another. Emphasis was placed on matching the perspective of the
abstracted article with the perspective.of the researcher. Weed Abstracts,
Biological and Agricultural Index, and Bibliography of Agrictilture provided
extensive Coverage of the literature on the behavior of herbicides: As the
searcher moved from one bibliographic tool to the next, increasing redundancy
of coverage "was experienced. It may be that one or two targeted sources

`\'

are allthat are necessary for identifying key articles in a selected subject
area .

Locatin and obt ining articles required theuse of several libraries at
the University of Maryland as well as the National Agricultural Library.

*Abstracting Services, Volume 1: Science and Technology . International_
Fed4,ation of Documentation. .

Abstracts and Indexes in Science and Technology. 'Owen.'

7
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Identify Most Useful Bibliographic Tools - 5%

Information Requirement:
Characterization of
variables; effects of one
variable on another

Librarian

Catalog of
Reference
Material

0

Search for
guides to

Researcher )

ndex/abstract
servies

Guide to
Abstracting
Services: 1

Search suMect
listing: selected

uide to
Abstracting
Services:2/

key words

Search table of
contents: selected

I`
key words

Figure 1. Search.Process for Developing Research Products
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This step, which required 15% of the searcher's time, involved identifying

the location olPjournal volumes, selecting the,appropriate article(s). from
.

those volumes and obtaining needed hard.copies.. Posecond level of screening
.i ,,-_

i'---was accomplished at this stage in the se9k0' cess; some citations that,-) r A
r k

were identified as relevant from abstracts Were rejected upon a cursory

inspe'ction of the articles.

A detailed review of selected articles represented the th ird level of

screening . phis screening required 15% of the searcher's time and included

categorization of articles into sub-groupings to address specific researcher

questio ns and e amination'of article sectionsfor possible extraction and

inclusion i thT/ anal product. Some articles were weededout during this

,pricers,, caus were too general, redundant with other articles or not

direb ..tyiklevant fo the tOpic. Approximately 80% of the hard copy articles
-

were evaluated as relevant and non,Tredundant; of the remaining 20%, half

were redundant and half were irrelevant,

1The nextnext step in the search process involved an lyzing relevant articles

k for clues to additionel useful literature. There were three separate analyses

in this process. The first required checking the lists of references in each
relevant article for earlier work which might contribute to meeting the re-

.

searcher's information needs. The second involved searching forward in time

by making use of the Science Citation Index to identify those articles- that

cite the key articles already retrieved . The third analysis was the determin-
e

tion of author or journal patterns of the r elevant articles. That is, certain
authors and journals were represented with greater frequency than others.

Where journal patterns existed, further searching was done in tables of con-.

tents of recent journal issues. This analysis was of particular value for the

literature on herbicides where 70% of the relevant articles' werefound in three

journals. All citations selected through these analyse*were located, obi
tained and reviewed/or relevance and possible contribution to the final

.27._
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i -information product. The percentage of time spent by the searcher in ac-
complishing, this step was 20%.

The final step in the search process-product development chain was the
extraction and organization of material from relevant articles into coherent
productsections. Here decisions were made as to the information neceSsarY

to adequately meet the researcher's needs. This tep reqUired 25% of the
researcher's time.

3. Prototype Products

Four prototype information products were.preared for the researcher.

The process of extracting needed informatiO,n from collected documents and

articles and the organization of these extracts into information products re-,
quired approximately 3'5 hours.

IThe two variable lists were the easiest and least time consuming to pre-
pare. These lists of locally-used herbicides and aquatic plants In the

`Chesapeake Bay were primarily developed through interviews with experts .

Appendix B shows some example pages from these lists . The list of locally
used herbicides, contained 13 compounds ordered in terms of amount of-use.

Type of use,"trade name and manufacturer were also included. The list of

aquatic plants presented 15 rooted aquatic plant species ordered by abundance
and characterized by rate of decrease in recent years. Additionally, this list

_identified those plants knowi to be food sources for water fowl. Both of
these lists assisted the researcher and the information searcher 11 the initial
bounding of the research problem and in narrowing down the herbi ides d

plants to further learn about through a review of the literature.
The variable characterization focused on the leaching and degradation

behavior of locally,used herbicides. This product was integrated with the

product dealing with variable effects because the- effects information logically

followed the variable characterization information; i.e., what is the nature
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of.the h rbicide and how does it affect aquatic plants . Product preparatiOn

required extensive use of the professi&al,journal literkure.
Information in the literature was available on 11 of the 13 herbicides

included on the original hit. Some herbicides had been researched exten-
sively while others received' little experimental treatment. The range of

product pages per herbicide was 9 to 49 with a mean of 23 pages_. Within

each herbicide section the available information was categorized as follows:.

-Mode of action against weed's

Characteristics in the soil: toxicity related behavior'

- Adsorption by soils

Absorption by crop plants

- Leaching (penetration)

Lateral movement (rainfall)

Decomposition by sunlight

- Decomposition by microbial ,activity

Persistance in water

Effects on aquatic plants .

In the subsection on characteristics in the soil, the information eves further

divided by the characteristics of the s,oil which affect actions of the herbicide.

Some of these characteristics iriclucle temperature" moisture content, cation

exchange capacity, percent clay content, percent organic content and amount

of soluable phosphor. The materials compiled on each herbicide weresre-

ceded by a summary sheet describing the chemical compound and the effects

of microdrganisms, sunlight and reaching through the soil. Table 6 provide- s

an example of such a summary sheet. The fina'l Product developed on the

herbicide problem was a matrix showing the articles published on,each aqukic

plant/herbiccide combination. The ;rows of the matrix contained the 13

herbicidess,', the colu.mns listed 12 aquatiC Plants. This product is shown in

Appendix C.
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'Herbicides: Atrazine

6

Table 6.. Information Product Outline Characterization of Herbicides

Chemical Compounds Used
by Area Farmers in Herbicides

Atrazine

2-thloro-4:-ethlamine)-6
-(isopropylamino)-s-triazine

N
--3N /

CHNH C Cl

fi

CH /
3

N N\ C NHC2H5

Time History

Effects of
Microorganisms

a
of Chemical Change

Effects of . Effects of
Sunlight Leaching 'through Soil

Significant resi-
dues may rempin
in soil fOr over a
year (Herbicide
Handbook) --

Half life at
15 = 6 mos.
30°C = 2 mos .

(Hague and
'reed)

Not Signif-
icant under
normal con
ditions
(Herbicide
Handbook)

Other Effects

Leaching limited,
normally not found be-

,
ow the upper foot of
soil.
Readily adsorbed on.
muck or clay,
sorptiRn occurs
readily.

Solubility in water at
27°C = 33 ppmw
(Herbicide Handbook)

Rf value:
silt loam = fg -

silty clay loam = .47
sandy loam = .89b
(Hailing and Turner)

J

Vapor pressure

mmHg

10°C = 5.7 x 10-8

,20°C = 3.0 x 10-7
30°C.= 1.4 x 10-6

50°C = 2.3 x 10-5

(Herbicide Hand-
book)

O
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The procedure for selecting extracts le include in these products involved,

two steps. The first step was to determine the key contribution'of each article

to fulfilling the researcher's needs . In most cases this involved idettifying

a condensed representation of experimental results such as tables, figures

and graphs., The second step was to determine the amount of textual material

required to interpret the graphic material. Several strategies were used in
o

performing this second step. Some product sections were prepared with only

figures and tables, some included abstracts, some presented selected text

from Results, Methods and Discussion sections of the journal article. It was

felt that these variations would provide tile researcher with a range of

from which to choose the most efficient forttransmitting the needed information.

Appendix D provides an example, of an information product which includes

minimal textual .material in support of graphic presentation's of results. The

information compaction of fhe products ranged from 10 to 1 to 4. to 1 . That is,

the amount of material presented in the full text hard copies was reduced a

fourth to a tenth in assembling the information products . The varioug =formats

were reviewed by the researcher to determine the most usable and efficient

presentation for acquiring needed knowledge. The researcher. selected the

format which 'included tables and figures with a minimum of textual elhoration.

The products represented significant expansions of the researcher's knowl-

edge in, the selected problem area. Through the literature review and product

development processes, several additional variables related to the problem
416''

were identified and elaborated. When the question of local herbicides was first,

raised the researcher was aware of one aquatic plant, two herbicides, and

three mechanisms of herbicide degradation. The search process identified

.15 aquatic plants, 13 herbicides, 6 degradation mechanismS, and 6 soil:

characteristics which interact with or affect the degradation process. Ad-

ditionally, the researcher was provided with organized sits of resultS.ahar--
acterizing each herbicide and its known effects on aquatic plant's .
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Researcher; 2, .

1. Tasks and Products

O

The second researchei4;a cell biologist, was interested in studying
al% possible effects of fdod additives on cells and organs and relating these
to the effects of addiliveS on behavior. The idea that footl additives might
influence behavior was proposed by the Nutrition Foundation.in a report sug-
gesting a link between artificial food additives and hyperkinetic behavior in
children. The first task of the researcher.was to_seiect a set of additives
tole explored experimentally in the laboratory. Figure 2 shows the informa-
tion needs associated 'with This project task and the products identified- as

.

being responsive. Since the researcher was iittially interested in examining
the chemiC,als in additives which impact-pH behayior;, it was decided to start

. -

with a produt which compiled information on the relationship between hyper--
kinesis and diet.' If specific, additives were identified in this literature then
these additives would be further described in terms of their chemical and
physical structure and of their known effects on cells, organs and systems.
If Specific additives were not identified as linking to hyperkinesis then the
strategy was to develop d,aist of colorings, flavorings and preservatives,
to select those which were salicylate7related and to describe.both the

,properties and effects of these. Based on his prior experiments the researcher
assigned'higli priority to salicylates ap potential sources of cell effects:
An additional product needed by the researcher 3,,Ma s characterization of the
behavioral and physiqlogical correlates of hyperkinesib.- The purpose of this
product was to delineate the various, behaviors arid physiological values

which distinguish hyperkinetic from normal individuals. These distinguishing
fa-dfors could be used as comparisons with the laboratory results obtained in
the planned.project. As with. the first researcher, all three types of content-

_

related information products were identified: *variable lists, .rariable char-
agterfiations, and variable effects.
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N: What is the effect of
dietary variations on

NLyi perkinetic behavior?

P: Effects of selected
variables on other
variables: Data show-
ing relationshipi
between food additives
and hyperkinetic be-
havior.

11: What is hygerkinesie?

P:iCharacterization of
4variables: behavioral

`4, syndrome and physt--
,'ological correlates elf
. hyperkinesis

No
Relationship

Relationship

N: What chemical compounds
in what dosages are used
in food colorings, flavor-
ings and presservatives?

P: List of variables:schemical
compounds in food color-
ings, flavorings, preserv-
atives; rates in terms of
frequency and amount used.

N: 'What are the physical/
hemicalproperties of the

compounds used in food,
additives?

P: Characterization of-vari-
ables: chemical structure,
synthesis, solubility,
etc., of each compound.

1

1\1 What is known about
the effects bf these
compounds on cells,
organs, systems?

P: Effects of selected
variables on other
variables: tables,
figures, 'etc., show-
'ng the effects of
ompounds on blood

cells, neural Cells,
liver, metabolism,
etc. ;

Figure 2.. Food Additives and Their Effects,, Needs and Product Development Strategy
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2, Search Process and Product Preparation

The search fOr materials to be used in information product.develop-

ment was accomplished by a library school graduate (MLS) at the University

of Maryland. The process used to prepare the variable characterizations and
490,

effects products on both hyperkinesis and food additives relied principally 9n

the professional journal literature. The searcil steps and the percentage of
searcher tine devoted to accomplishing each step were similar to that de
scribed for the first researcher.- These steps were:

Identify relevant bibliographic sources (5%).

Search bibliographic sources and identify relevant citations (2Q%) .

Locate and obtain articles (15%).

Review obtained articles for relevance (15%).

Analyze relevant articles for author and journal patterns; review
references in articles (20%) .

Select extracts and prepare product (25%) .

The three most useful bibiliog'raphic tool§ were Chemical Abstracts,

Biological Abstracts and Index Medicus: The citations identified through

these sources were obtained at the National Libraryl)f Medicine and at the

various University of Maryland libraries. A review and screening of 'retrieved

articles resulted in the evaluation that approXimately, 90% of the articles con-

tained information that was relevant. Of these, 15% presented redundant

malterial. Most of this redundancy was in the information dealing with the

behavioral and physiological correlates of fiyperkinetic behavior, Here de-

cisions were made to include those articles providing the most complete and`

clearest Coverage of the topic`area . The use of citations in relevant articles

proved extremely useful'in,identifying additional reit/ant-material for each

product. The analysis of journals containing relevant materials showed that

40% of the articles on food colors were published in tWo journals' whereas no
'

paOcular pattern,emerged on the topics of behavior*aland physiological
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correlates of hyperkinesis. The entire search and product preparation process

required 270 hours.

3. Prototype Products

The first information package developed for the researcher was 128

pages in length and contained two pro ucts. The first was a characterizatibh
of hyperkinesis, the second focused on the possible links between hyperkinesis

and diet. The characterization of hyperkinesis was divided into two sections:

Behavioral Correlates of Hyperkinesis and Physiological Correlates of Hyper-,

kinesis. The section on behavioral correlates included descriptions of be-

havior and results pf experiments comparing, hyperkinetic and normal behavior

in a variety of situations. The material on physiological correlates was divided

into several subsections such as genetic, biochemical, pre-natal., etc. These
data were useful to the researcher in identifying specific behavior patterns

and physiological values. The product dealing with the possible relationship.

(between hyperkinetic behavior and diet included subsections on additives,

nutrition and vitamins . Although an extensive literature review was conducted,

very little useful infOYmation was fbund _on this topic. The information that

was located showed no clear links between specific additives or food categories

and hyperkinesis; however, there was, some indication that those additives con-

, - taining salicylates might have some influenceon this type of behavior. The
(s

product did not serve the purpose of identifying specific additives to be pur-

suedexperimentally but it did suggest that the presence of sal.cyjates might
';f!a6.-T

be important .

They ext steR was to develop a list of colorings, flavorings and preserva-
tAA

tf This list, compiled from handbooks, contained certified and non-certified

food colors accOmpanied by color index numbers, artificial food flavorings, and

preservatives. Because the number of food additives is in excess of 3,000,,
ft`e researcher was asked.to review the list and make :selections for further

chatacterization. His choices narrowed the number of food colorings to 24,

the number of flavoring5 to 25 and the number of preservatives to 5 (see
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Appendix B).. rany of these additives contained salicylates. Furtherinforma-

tion was obtained on each of-these compounds in terms of .frequency of use in
'foods, amounts used and where obtained. Table 7 provides an example of this
type of listing. This material wa s used by the researcher to further narrow the

list of variables considered for study. Those with the greatest use in fOods

could be. considered as most profitable candates for first experirpents

The two major guides used in selecting additives for additional character-

izations were the quantity of use and the relationship to Salicylates . These

characterizations included a description of chemical and physical properties .

Table 8 shows an example of,the characterization Of a serected food color in
terms of physical and chemical properties, chemical structure and methods of

.synthesis . All information presented in this table was obtained'frorri handbooks .

The results were used by the researcher to determine which compounds should '

further be elaborated through a literature review on ,effects

Effects products were prepared on three colorings: Red #3, Red #40 and

Yellow #5. These produ'cts contained an average of 50 pages each. The-
major sections were:

Toxicity studies

Metabolism

Skin and local tiss,u'e

Blood

Thyroid land
":.

Reproductive organs.

IcIfir ducts contained a variety of formats ranging from graphic prp-s.enta..,

tions to large sections of text. The information compaction ratios varied be -'
tween 7 to 1 to 4 to 1 from original articles to material presented in-the products .

The process of extraction and organization of relevant information into product .

required approximately 65 hours . A review' of the various formats by the re-
searcher led to the evaluation that graphic pregentations of the'datg were of

most use when suppleinented by excerpts from discussion sections which pre-
sented the author's interpretation of results.

.
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Table 7. CheMical Compounds in Food Additives
. ,

Colorings Common Compounds

,

Frequency of Use in Foods Amounts Used
Where Obtained

(from whom, cost)

Red #3

~ .

.

.
Erythrosine

.

C.I. #45430
Sodium (ort potassium)
salt of 2', 41, 5,',_ .7'

-tetraiodb`fluore'ein
(ideosine)

Xanthene dye,

Introduced 1907
i

In order of frequency of
use:

. Pharmaceuticals, candy a,nd`
confections , bakery goods,
dessert powder, sausage,.
maraschino cherries,
cereals, beverages,, cos-
metics, snak foods, ice
cream and dairy, meat inks

(Food Colors)

,ADI = 0 7 1.25

gestion per day
= 1. mg/day/
capita

(Food Colors)

>

.

Dye Specialist
Division of Special-
ty Chemicals, Allied
Chelnical Corpora-
tion, P.O. Box
1087R, Morristown,
N.J. 17960

,

Table 8. Properties of Common Compounds Sin Food Additives

Compounds Physical Properties Chemical PropertieS Chemical Structure

Erythrosine. Solubility: g/100 ml.
Water =9
25% EReli = 8
Glycerin =,20
Propylene glycol = 20
-Veg. oil= insoluble
(Food Colors)
Soluble in alcohol
absorption maximum
in water = 524mu
(Merck Index)

Molecular weight:
879 .92.

Formula:

C20H614Na205
C = 2'7.30%

_ = 0.69%
I= 57.70%
Na = 5.23%
0 = 9.09%
LD50i .p . in rats
(Merck Index

0

0
0

(Merck Index)

Dolinsky and Jones
article (1951:
Gilliard, et. al.,
German patent

\108,838 (1899)

.1
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C. Secondary School Teacher

.1. Tasks and Product I\TJeds"

The high school teacher selected to participate in prototype product
development was responsible for an environmental problems course offered
to junior and se for level students. This course focused on the chemistry
of air, water and solid waste pollution. The teacher's primary concern was
the development of student interest and motivation to learn. One method used
for gaining this interest was the presentation .of specific practical problems
which related to the types of pollution covered in the course. Basically,
these pradtic4 problems were the vehicles for teaching students about
chemistry and pollution. It was felt that information products were needed
to assist in'the development alid presentation of selected problems. There
are three course preparation tasks involved in developing a problem area for
presentation: select and provide student reading, prepare lectures.ana dis-
cussions,,viepare laboratory exercises'. The specific information products

.

required in support of these tasks are:

0' Characterization of selected environmental variables in terms of
chemical/physical/biological conSiderations.
Effects-of ,privironmental pollutants on plants, animals, huMans:

ie

Compilation of local environmental orgariitions, events,
'individuals dealing with the Selected problem area.
Compilatioh of laboratory exercises relating to selected problem
areas described 'in terms of purpose, difficulty level, length,
equipment needed,.etc.

4

All of these products were prepared and integrated into one information package
for each of the two practical problem areas selected. The two problems were auto-
mobile exhaust and air pollutiOn, and solid waste disposal methods as a source
of pollution. The next section will present a discussion of the searcla
processes requ d to develop the,pe package elements

0
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2. Search Process and Product Preparation .

The search for materials to be-used in preparing the products was
41'

carried out by a graduate student at the- University of Maryland who was

working towards a Master's Degree in Library Science. The search process,

as shown,in Figure 2, differs somewhat from the steps followed fOr developing

the researcher information products. These procedural dif ffQrencels. are due

to the differences in level of inforination required by the two groups of users .

The researchers needed exhaustive coverage of the professional journal

literature, the teachers needed simplified explanations of scientific finding's. .;

The basic steps in the seaitch procedure were:

Search bibliographic sources and identify relevant citations.

Locate and obtain materials.

Review obtained materials for relevance.

Analyze relevant articles for magazine patterns; .review
referendes in books, articles, techniCal reports . .
Select extracts and prepare product. , °

The search process-and product developmenework required 250 hours.

Table 9 compares process steN and searchdr time allocation for researcher
. .

and teacher products. For the high school level products there appeared to

be no need to perform the step of identifying the most useful bibliographic

tools. This was because the abstracting and indexing services which serve

as guides- to the professional journal literature were not included in the search

strategy. The searching of bibliographic sources to identify relevant citationis

occupied approxiinately 25% of the searcher's time. The specific sources fn;

cluded card catalogs, indexes to government reports such as ERIC, and th?
. -Reader's Guide to the Periodical Literature. Vertical files -iecornmended by .

the librarian were also searched. These files contained many valuable experi -
.

ments as well as useful guides td audiovisual materials . The sear her

found that the card catalogs and indexes were better arranged for identifying

relevant material on solid waste disposal than non automobile emissions.
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Table 9. Time Allocation CodtparisOns in Search Process-Produc

Preparation for Researchers and High-School Teachers

Process Steps
KY.' -$1i,+ Time Allocation

Researcher
.

Teacher

Identify relevant bibliographic
sources 5%

,

-

Search bibliographic sources
. and identify relevant citations

_ ,
,

20% 25%,

Locate and obtain materials 15% 15%

Review obtained material for
,relevance . 15% 25%

i Analyze relevant articles for
author and journal Patterns;
review references in articles

.

20%

.

10%

'''....

s. Select extracts and prepare_
, protiAct --"`

A.,-;!,.._.,/,

.

25%
.

.

.

25%

.,

Most of the inforrilatioll on the automobile problem was in publications dealing

with the general question of air pollution. This search o bibliographic sourcese
continued in parallel with other process keps . As materials were collected
and reviewed mor e*possible search termswere identified as means foi entering
the bibliographic sources for additional relevant citations.

Locating and obtaining identified Materials required 15% of the searcher's
time . This step involved going to various, libaries,' searching the, stacks

and Vertical files, generally reviewing tables of contents for releant sections
.

and cibtaining copies. Some screening was done at this stage to eliminate
materials that were not related to the topic. Written requests were needed
for obtaining many of the government dp0 cuments

0
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Search Bibliographic Sources 25%

Information Requirement:
Variable Characterization
Variable Effects;
,Experiments

Librarian

Card
Catalogs

Subject/Author

ibliographies
Indexes to Govern

ment Technical
Report

Readers Guide--
to Periodical

Literature

Locate and Ob

Search under specific
. key words

Search underunder Citations
specific key words to BOoks

L

Search under
specific key words

Search under
specific key words

Figure 3. Search Process for Developing High SchOol Products

Citations to
Technical

I' Reports

I Citations to
Magazine
Articles

Citations
9



Citations 15%

--1 Experiments

Films

Articles'

Review Obtained Citations - 25%

,..]Relevant
Materials

Review

_.]Not relevant
Materials

'Available
Books

Relevant
Materials

Check referenc

/--
1 University I Available
I of

Maryland f
Technical

Libraries i

Reports
I

Review

r

-4 ,

5:)
gra

(Analyze citatio
magazine group



Analyze Citations, Follow-up References - 10%

List of Potentially
Relevant Citations

Moit
Frequent I

I Magazines I

1 I

C

Search tables of contents
of recent issues

J4

Potentially
Relevant
Articles

I.Extract

Prepare Product - 25%

Information Pacleage
Elaborating Selected
Practical Problem
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Reviewing obtained materials involved a detailed screening process.

,Because of the text book level of treatment .of the selected topic areas there
I

was much redundancy in the material. That is, several book sections or

magazine articles provided similar discussion of the same topic. The problem

was in selecting material which presented the desired concepts most ern-

ciently and clearly. This redundancy question was it a problem in the review
3

of journal literature for the researchers. The revievAOf materials for the high

school level products involved 25% of the searcher's timIg4as compared to

15% for research-related products.
Examining relevant material for clues to akiditi411useful material in-

, ,-._-:- ,- :,- .tx i

cluded two, types of analysis . . The first analysis As a review of reference

lists included by aUthors. These, lists containeVriany useful citations which
-,.t ,

were located and evaluated for inclusion in the.tmoduct; The second analysis,,
,_was a determination of patterns for magazine titles which contained the highest/

frequency of- relevant articles. TWo magazines w e identified as providing
r

the best level of coverage: The Science Teacher, and Schoolf Science and

Mathematics . Review of recent issues resulted in additional articles. These

magazines also included book reVews which 1e to the identification of

ntially useful titles. Performance of this step required 10% of the

searche 's-time as compared to 20% for resent tier products . This difference

iS due to the.more 'extensive follow-up procedur4s in identifying additionally

relevant materials to be included in the r= arch support products such as

searches in Current Contents and the Scie Citation Inde,x. - .

The last step was the extraction of material and the organization of those

extracts into final product sections. As with the re Q chef-products this
*4;

process involved 25% of the searcher's time. 4C40k1 et s of th6 extraction

process and the structure of the information

followIng section .

*4)

.
are discussed in the

e.



Aft
ototype' Products

1

Assembly of the two informatitSn packages required approximately
50 hours. InfOrmation for both packages was organized, into four general
sections: Problem Description, Problem Source, Problem Impact, and Problem
Solutions and Costs. These sections were designed to provide teachers
and students with a detailed and clear description of the problem scope, the
cauv of the problerq, the implications of the problem and alternatives for
solving the problem. Materials were selected to assist teachers inlecture
a gyratory preparation, to provide audiovisual presentations4tfdr the class-\ 4 _\ ,

.\iiti-, rid tct Offer a range. of student reading .

, needs and products associated with each
ackage sectiOn n the problem of the automobile and its 535tri ttiifion to air

pollution. The c9glpleted package consisted of 210 pa . \The Problem
Description section included three products which were integrated to provide
needed information on the characteristics of exhaust components and the
contributiorr of these emissions to air pollution,problerns - This section was
divided into subsections based on each exhaust component. These subsections
are:

Identification of Pollution Sdurces and Air Pollution Standards
Carbon Monoxide

Witrogen oxides and Photochemical Smog
Hydrocarbons

Sulfur Dioxide

Lead

Aldehydes

Each subsection included variable charabterizations and experiments for
. -_-.

identifying each variable. The variable characterizations involved descriptions
of chemical properties", behaviors, and amouints of pollution contributed by
the automobile versus other sources. These characterizations were mainly
in the form' of tableS and figures supplemented by brief excerpts . Serktion, .
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Table 10.. Information Package: The Automobile and Air Pollution

Package
Section Needs Products

'Problem
Dessripaon

40\ .

...

.

How do automobiles con-
tribute to air pollution?

What are the components ,
of`automobile exhaust
emissions and what Are
their Characteristics?

What percentazge of. air
pollution in urban areas
is a result of ZutOmobile

. .
emissions?

.

Characterization of variables:
amounts, chemical properties,
behaviors of,Tchaust emission
components .

Experiments/demonstrations
to identify exhaust components .

'Local organizations, in-,
etividuajs working in the prob-
lem area .

,
.

Problem
Source

What is the chemical
composition of gasoline?

How does the internal
combustion engine proe
cess gasorine to create
emissions? r'

,, r

Characterization of variables:.
chemical properties of gasoline
and how processed by internal
combustion engine. .
Experiments/demonstrations .

to measure chemical- compo-
te

sitionof gasoline., --* .

Problem
Impact -

. .

.
What is the effect of each
exhaust emission com-
poneni on plants, animals ,

material, human health? .

.

io.Va 'able effects: results of
stu les showing impact of each

.compelnent, . .
.

Experiments/demonstrations
showing how e ich component
effect plants, inimals, etc..

`Problem
Solutions and
Costs -

)

49

4

What are the alternatives
to the internal combustion
engine? .

. . -

What are the cost/effec-
.
tiveness characteristics
of these solutions

j
.r-

. ,

. ., .

Chalacterization of variables:*
types of emissions from al-
tel.-native e.ngir es, costs of
alternatives to driver, manu-

1-

facturer.

VarAble effects: impact of
emissions .iron-, each alteAative
on plants,- animal's, etc.

Local organizations/individuals
involved in solution alternatives

S
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-d.f materials w based'on clarity of presentation. The experiments for
4

identifying each exhaust component were graded in terms, of difficulty level.., . s .A, .and*quipment heeded. These experiments follow directly behind the variable
, . . ,,' .'chaRacteri2ations in each subsedtion. Appendix E showS,, the subsection de-

--
,..

veloped for carbon monoxide. A list of local individuals and oganizations
..

.:

working in the problem, area was, included at the erid of the section. The
)

punio,se of this list was to provide teachers with local contacts and potential
speakers .

The second major section of the information package was concerned with a

problem source and dealt with .questions of gasoline composition and the
internal combustion process . The searcher was unable to find much material

SP

in these areas that was at the appropfiate level of sophistication, t
of the characterizations of gasoline and internal combustion were highly
technical: One simplified description, however, was Iodated and included
in the product. This 4scripti.on provides diagrams and textual descriptions
of each step in the internal combustiOn process. A useful film`was also;
identified.

The section on Problem Impacts was divided in subsections by exhaust
component as follows;.

General Impact of Air Polhition

Effedts of Carbon Monoxide

Effects of Nitrogen Oxides

Effects of Hydrdearbons

Effects of Sulfur .Oxides,

- Effects of Lean r ,
Each subsection included tables and figures showing the impact of various
levels of each chemical on plants, animals, materials, and human health.
In some instances sections of articles describing effects on health were also
included. Following each discussion of effects were experiments which
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demonstrated those effects in the laboratory. Appendix E shows an example

subsection. ..
The final section of the package was devoted to Problem Solutions and

Costs. This section contained variable characterizatiohs and (effects for

alternative solutions in three categories . These are:

Emission Control Devices

Alte ative -Fuels

Al rnatiye Engine Configurations .

The vari le characterizations described each alternative in terms of chemical

emissio s and in terms of the -costs to the driver and the manufacturer associ-

ated w'th adoptc-iglhat alternative. Variable effects included the impactkof

each alternative on the environment. The material used in creating these

products-were diagrams, tables, brief written descriptions, recommended

films and lists of organizations in>1)zed in research on solution alternatives .
, -

An exairnple from this section is shown in Appendix E.

Table 11 shows.the neeA and pi'oducts which are associated with

ihe.information package on solid waste disposal methods. It can be sn
from this table that the package sections and corresponding products have

the same structure as those discussed for the package on the automobile as

a source of pollution.. The primary difference between the two packages is

that the solid waste disposal package contains fewer graphics and more

written des iption. This difference is a_funcifOn of` the nature of the liter

ature g-enerat about the two problems; t ere was far more quantitative

information available on the automobile and its emissions. The organization

of the solid waste disposal package is-as follows:

Problem Description A

Composition of solid waste

- Collection of waste
- Disposal of waste as a source of pollution

47
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Table 11. Information Package: Solid Waste Disposal Methods
As A Source of Pollution

Package
Section Nees Products

Problem
Description

.

What is solid waste and
how much--is there?

What are the problems with
collection and disposal?

What forms of pollution
are a result of various
disposal methods?

.

Variable characterizations:
amounts and types of solid
wwaste; disposal problems and
pollution.

Experiments/demonstrations to
identify pollution caused by
disposal techniques.

Local organizationsfindividuals
working in problem, area .

Problem
Source

W_hai are the disposal
procedures which cause
pollution?

What packaging materials
create a solid waste
problem and why?

:.

Variable characterizations:.
description of packaging ma it-
terials and procedures for dis-
posing of these materials.

Experiments/demonstratite of
how disposal cause pollution .-slis

Problem
ImpactImpact

What are the effects of
. solid Waste on the en-

vironment?
-

vOat'are,the effects of
pollutants from disposal

,processes on plants,*
animals,- humans?

Variable effects: results show-
impact of pollutants.

Experithents/demonstrations of
pollution effects on plants,

_animals, etc'.
..) .

.

Problem
Solutions and
Costs

-

. -
-

i What are the alternatives
to existing methods of
solid-waste dtsposal.

-
. - -_ ..-

Variable characterizations:
descriptions- of each a-Item-

. ative and its cost. /-

Variable effeCts: impact of
alternative on the environment.

Local organizations/individuals
working on alternative.

-
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Problem Sour ';e: Disposal Methods and Packaging

DUmps and how they are operated

Landfill techniques ,

.- Incinseration processes 4.

- Packaging that is not disPosable.

Pkblem Impact

- The effects of collection methods on emplOyees
A

- The effects-of pollution caused by each ,.,.qMosal method
on plants, animals, humans

Problem Solutions and Costs

Alternatives, to existing collection methods

- Modification of incineration procedures

- Creating fuel from solid waste

Resource recovery and recycling

J Creating disposable' packaging .

Each subsection in Problem Description, Problem Soiirce and Problem Impact

included descriptive material composed of a series of extracts from a wide

range of sources : Where possible the'Se descriptions were followed by

laboratory exercises. As with the atitomolilepackabe, all experiments were

graded in terms of 1pvel of difficulty and equipment availability. The section

on Problem Solutiins and Costs did pot contain any expetiments. Descriptions

of useful films and tapes were presented in each major section. These de-
. scriptions included abstracts, costs and rental instructions. Tile-total

a.

package was composed of;140.2page.

Both packages were reviewed by three high school teachers and_one

junior high school teacher. All indrcated that the material was organized and

presented Ina logical fashion, and that the coverage was complete, clear
and at the appropriate level of sophistication both for teacher preparation

and direct student use.
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D. College Professor

1. Tasks and Products

The college professor was interested-in compiling information from

the literature to supplement and support lectures on.selected topics in environ-

mental chemistry. Two topics were chosen for information prdduct develop-
ment: Trace Metals in the Chesapeake Bay; Urban and Stratospheric Ozone.

Table 12 shows the needs and products associated with these topic
areas. It can be seen from this table that the needs and products follow

the same format in each topic area. The,need was for variable characterizations

which.describe sources, concentrations and behavior of the variables and for

variable effects pr9ducts which 'provide data on the impact or influence of
each variable-.

2. Search Process and Product Preparation

The search for materials was conducted by a graduate student in the
School of Library and Information Service- at the University of Maryland.

Table 12. Environmental Chemistry Course: Needs and Information Products
,

'Needs;
.

'products

What are th cet, concentra-
tions, mob' I -7. ur sinks of
trace

m
T.t.,1., in' esapeake

Bay? .

,,
r-What are` ili.34,,::,ical effects

of the tr.*-- igtals?
4,

,v-=

''''

Variable characterizations:
sou?ces, concentrations and be-
haviors of each trace metal.

, \
Variable effects: tables, figures,
showing toxicity levels of each

0 trace metal for various biota.

What are the sources, concentra-'
l. tions, mobilities of urban ozone;

stratospheric ozone?

What are the effects of various
iconcentrations of ozone?

.

Variable characterizations:
'sources, concentrations, be- ., ,

, havior of ozone,.
.- -

a Variable effects: data on ozone
and its influence on'weather.
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Approximately 100 hours were required to.ioLent),4, locatecbtafn and extract

the needed information for the products. The major sources of information

used in characterizing the sources, mobility, concentrations and sinks of

trace metals in the Chesapeake Bay were regiorial'technical reports sponsored

by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Office of Water Resources.

The professional journal literature, for the most part, did not provide informa-

tion on this local quirstion. 'The product on the toxicity of trace metals

included material from both the technical and the professional literature.

The search for materials on the characteristics and effects of urban and

stratospheric °tone was based on the professional journal literature. ,Tht!,,,

process steps. and.the proportion of time spent in accomplishing each step

were similar to those used in creating the research information Packages.

(See Sigure 1, page 27.) The most useful bibliographic source was Chemical

Abstracts. All citations identified as relevant through this source were

locattd, reviewed, analyzed as keys to additional relevant material, and

extracted into appropriate package sections :

3. Prototype Products

The characterization of trace metals and the effects of various',-

concentrations of these metals on biota was integrated into one4nformation

package. This package,was designed primarily fop student use as )a.3 supple-

ment to information provided through lectures. The organization of material

was by major river or Bay area such as Susquehanna River, Baliimore Harbor,

etc. Within each river the information obtained was divided into sources,

concentrations, mobilities, and sinks. The material on effects was included

as a separate section. vlost of the information presented in the products was

in the form of tables, figures and maps. Some examples of these data pre--
intations are shown in Appendix F. The total package was 80 pages in

fength.

."`



All material characterizing and describing the effects of urban ozone
was integrated into one package. The material on stratospheric ozone and
its role in weather modification formed another package. Both packages
were organized by the major sections of sources, transportability character-
istics and effects. 'Here, again, the focus was on data and its interpretation.
The presentation formats were similar to those used in the research products.
Each of these packages consisted of approximately 75 pages.

4
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the project showed that both researchers and teachers in

the Environmental Sciences do?equire derivative information products of
.several kinds, both content and method oriented. These product require-

ments are in response to specific task-related need-s-, The differences in
research and teaching tasks provide some interesting contrasts with regard

to structure, level of sophistication and durability of needed information

products.

Research product needs arise in a context of specific task7related de-
_

cisions which the researcher must resolve. In the case studies., both re7-

searchers had forrhulated general hypotheses: i.e., some herbicide related

ompounds are responsible for the decline of aquatic plants; some food additive-

related Compounds promote hyperkinetic behavior in children. Each researcher

needed derivative information products in order to progress toward the design

of specific experimental efforts. The general purpose of the products in,each
I .1

case was to revel the more promising alternatives and/or to remove same

number of alternatives from further consideration.

Specific structure of a required product is highlyjindividualistic,

fleeting the researcher's background and knowledge of the problem ar a. For

example, the researcher with the herbicide problem was a chemist an pre-

ferred to attack the problem from the toxicity characteristics gf the 1 Ically-

used herbicides; a botanist given the, same research/problem preferre to begin

with a jeview of the vulnerability 'characteristics of 'the local aquatic plants
1

Product requirements parallel the researcher's strategy of approaeh to

the problem. For example, the researcher with the food additive-hyprkinesis

problem started witti a product need based on the hyperkinesis-diet lliterature.

The strategy being one of efficiency: if' the product revealed patter4 of diet-,

'
hyperLnetic behavior, the diet components could be analyzed fob common

additives, and the researcher would have quickly identified the most promising
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chemical compounds for experimentation. In the present case, the information.
product revealed no high-confidence relationships; the status of the die

.
behavior research literature did not provide a basis for strong conclusions of
the kind needed for the researcher to proceed. Consequently, the researcher's
next step was to review lists of food additives, char cterized by chemical
structure, for the presence of compounds which had established effects on
more fundamental physiological processes at the cell and organ level.

Te"acher product needs arise in the context of tasks such as lecture
preparation and reading selection. In performing these tasks the teacher is
concerned with organizing information in a fashion which maximizes4commun-.....-

ication to students . The need for information is not as an i put to decision-
making but rather to assist in presenting known principles anti facts in a
coherent, interesting and co'mprehensible.form. Therefore, the teacher does
rct require the most up-to-date, highly technical experimental results needed

i.
by the researcher berather.a clear presentation of 'information at the textbook
and science magazine level of sophistication.

The structure and organization of the information product is guided by
the teacher's appropch to the topic area . However, products developed for
one teacher shoUld-have afipliCations for other-teachers using'a similar ap-
proach. In the present teacher case study, the two information products were
designed around practical environmental problems . Both the product on
automobile exhaust and the product on solid waste. disposal, contained sections
on problem description, problem source, problem impact and problem solutions.
Any teacher interested in communicating to student$on the practical environ-
mental problems of automobile e aust and solid waste pollution should find
these products useful.

The products developed for teachers have more durability than those
designed for researchers. A researcher needs an information product to help
perform a research project task . Once the task is completed, the product has
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served its.purpose. A'teacher can use the same product several times to
communicate to different groups of stUdents;, Over time, a product may re-

0

quire updating but much of the original material describing scientific hrinciples,

should remain useful:

The leneral evaluations of products by researchers aleachers suggest
that research results presented with a minimum Of contextual information are

usable, in developing a further understanding of the variables in question.

That isj it is pbssible to satisfy information needs through a compilation of

literatuie extracts and these extracts. can be used by researchers and teachers
o

without additional descriptive material from original articles. In order to

substantiate these findings, more detailed methods of,product evaluation are

needed. In the present study, product users were asked to evaluate products

from'two standpoints . First, did the information in the product help satisfy

the task-related _ne eds? Second, was the information presented in the product

usable 'without reter9nce to the whole article? As stated above, the responses

from both researc

the products Were oroplete" and workable: However, these evaluations lacked

.

- and teachers were generally positive; both groups felt

specificity. One reason for the lack of specific response was the size of the
( , :',44t

.

products,,and the tiaVe,allowed for evaluation:- A second reason-Was the time

lag associated witkl product development. In all cases the users proceeded
, -., i;

"with -their task
V:WhttelorodUcts were being developed. A third reason was

1/ i

the generality of the questions :posed by the product developers. Further work
1

is needed toward designing a more responsive evaluation system.

Al,cinformation products were prepared by information socialists using

O a

-.

tools
-.

traditional bibliggraphig tools. The major expenditure of tine and effort,in

theproduct development process was devoted' to the identification and retrieva l

, of relevant documents. This part of the procedure required 75% of the searcher's
i

. ,

timerfor both research products and teacher products while material.,extraction

and compilation involved 25%. These figu suggest that an investment of
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a relatively small amount of time can result in the development of products

which specifically focus on the needs of the individual user. The user can
be provided with an organized compilation of excerpts as opposed to a set
of full text documents .
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Interview Guide

Labdatory Manipulation Research

1. Define Research Problem

Out of wh&t context did the research problem arise: a literature
review, priorArsonal research work, an applied problem area?

What was the.purpose of the study?

WLtbourAries were imposed on the scope of the probleh?
/-\-\

What information resources/products were used at this stage of
'research*Dlyning?

2. Identify. and Describe Variables

What variables were considered relevan to the problem area?

How was' the variable domain pared down for purposes of the
experiment and hpw were selected variables handled:, sys-
tematically varied, held constant, randomized, taken as is
an measured?
What in rmation support was required at this stage: lists of
variables, roperties of compounds, characteristics of organisms,
known inter ctions among variables?

3. Select Measureme t Methods

What is the dependent variable - What will be measured?
How will measurements be made?

-

Is there a need to make measurements which are comparable
..,with other research stucie,s?

What information about methods is needed to proceed in selection
and deVelopment of methodology? What is

. the best format for pre-
senting this information?

4. Develop Experimental Design ,

What were the main considerations in selectipg the design:
factorial vs . correlational; for-example .

Did this task require information support? Could available Materials
be improved upon?

4
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5, Select/Develop and Obtain Test Materials and Apparatus
How did yOu deCide on apparatus requirements? Did you build it
yourself or buy components and assemble?
HOw did you obtain required compounds/organisms, etd.?
How-did you select/obtain measurement equipment?.
Were there information resources available for these tasks?
Did you have problems in their use? How could the information
support be improved?

6. Maintain Sample Compounds/Organisms .

How did you insure sample integrity: purity of compounds, Sur, .

vival of organisms, etc? Did you find a need for information -7N
support here, 'could there. be better information product sup-
porting this task?

7. Data Collection

tWere these tasks done manually or with pu support?61'

Were there information support needs 113 this ask area ?

'i8. Analyze Data

What are the methods of analysis?

Are computers required?

Will statistical tests be used?
Wha information is required to facilitate this analysis?

9. Interpretation of Results

How was research related to prior knowledge in the field? Data
comparisons, functions' compared, graphic or tabular integration

. of other research results?

10. Report Results

I
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Interview Guide

, Field Observation Research

1. Define Research Problem

What is the purpose of the study?

How was research problem selected?

Was any information needed to help in bounding the problem
statement'?

2. Characterize Research Environment

What is the research environment - orest, am, bay, marsh,
etc.?
What do you need to know about environment before research
can be initiated?

Physiological characteristics

- Interaction between plants, plants and animals, etc.

Is information needed for this description? Whht is the best
format?

3. Select Specific Research Site(s)

Where will research be conducted?

What criteria are used for selection?

What kind of information is needed to assist this process?
What formats?

4. Selection Measurement Methods.

c

What is the dependent variable - What will be measured?

How will measurements be made?

Is there a need to make measurements which are comparable with
.other research studies?
What information abbut methods is needed to proceed in selection
and developrhent of methodology? What is the best format for
presenting this informatio4?

A-5
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Select/Develop Apparatus,

lor

What apparatus is required?

Is it available or does it have to be built?

Is the construction and/or operation of the apparatus under-
stood, is information, support required?

6. DevelopoData Collection and Sampling Plan

How many samples will be taken?

*w equently will samples be taken?

Is information from other research efforts imp4rtant to the data
collection plan. .

7. Collect Samples

Any problems in implementing the methodology, taking me*t:e-
ments?

8.' Analyze Samples, Analyze Data
What are methods of analysis?

Are computers required for analysis?

Will statistical tests be used?

What information is required to facilitate this analysis?

9. Interpre`t`Results

?re data compared to results froiii other research?

What needs to be known about other research to make adequate .

comparisons?'

16: Resort Results

.
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Interview Guide

Teaching

1,. Select Course Objectives

What are the objectives/purposes of the course?

How should the course effect or change the students? Increase
knowledge, skill, change attitudes?

2, Determine Course Format

How is' material presented - lecture, discussion, reading,
laboratory, field work?

What presentation,.Tethod is emphasized? l%

Is there an attempt at integrating lecture, laboratory, etc.?
0

3. Select Course Topics

hat topics have been selected for presentation?
,\

What criteria were used for their selection?

- What types of inofrnietion support was used in this selection
process? What type of support would have been most useful?

4. Select Student Reading

Are students given outside reading assignments?

What is the purpose of outside reading?

What criteria were used in selection of reading materials in
addition to the topic (content) coverage?

Prepare for Lecture/Discussion.
What types of information support ar& needed when preparing
presentations on familiar topics? On,unfamiliar topics?

What formats are most useful for class presentation: tables,
charts, tapes, pictures, text, films; slides?

6 Select Labor tor EXercises
7

0,

What are he laboratory exercises: content, level, etc.?
Are the la oratory,exercises,integrated with the lecture or other
parts Of t e course

A-7 f..
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How were exercises sel,ected.- criteria?
Do students'do independent projects?

Is information support 'required in the selection of exercises? If
so, what specific types of information would be most useful?
Do students need inforrpation 'support in performing exercises?
In writ!'ng up results? --

7. Select Field Exercises

What is the purpose of the field exercises?
How are the field exercises /selected?

Do the students require information support in performing these
exercises? What specifically is needed and in-what format?

A.
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CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS USED AS HERBICIDES IN MARYLAND

Atra'zine - 95% use for corn

Trade names AAtraex - 80W .or AAtraex 4L

AAtram 20G

Aiatol 8P

Manuf. - Cibageigy

Alachlor - 90% used for corn and soybeans

Trade Name Lasso

Manuf . - Monsanto Co.

3. Lienuron - 92% use for soybeans

Trade Name - Lordx

Manuf. - DuPont

4. Paraquat - 85 % use for soybeans

Trade Names Gramoxone

Manuf. - ,ICI Plant Protection, Limited4

Trade Name --sOrotho-paraquat

Manuf . - Chevron Chemical Co.

5. Chloropropham - SO% use on alfalfa

Trade Names - Furloe .
Chloro

Sproutnip

Manuf. - PPC Industries

6. Simazine.- 30% use on alfalfa and corn

Trade 'Name - Princep

Manuf. - Cibageigy

B-3
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7 . Trifluralin 20% use on soybeans.;',-

Trade Names - Tref lan

Trefanocide

Elancolane

Manuf. - Elanco Products Co.

8. Dinoseb - 15% use on soybeans and alfalfa
Trade Name - Premerge Weed Ky ller

Manuf. - Dow Chemical Co.
Trade Name - Basanite 5

Manuf. - BASS Co, Germany

9: Chlorbromuron - 10% use on soybeans
LTrade Name Bromex

Manuf. - Nor-Am

Trade Name - Ma loran

Manuf. Cibageigy

10. Butylate - 10% use on corn
Trade Name - Sutane
Manuf. Stauffer Cheihro-:a.1

4

'<11.= - low volatile ester -'40-5Q% use on ,small grains-.

Trade Npmes - Weddon, Chipman, Esteron, etc., (30-40 different

12. EPTC - 10% use on aralfa

e 'Trade Names - Eptane

Knox Weed

Eradican.

Manuf. -.Stauffer Chemical Co.

4

B
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13.. Benefine, Benefluralin (common names) - 15% for clOver and alfalfa
Trade Names - Balan

Balfin

Banafine

Quilan

Manuf. - Elanco Product's Co.

*

$
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Orde(of lierbiide-s Based on Tons of Use as Estimated by J. V. ParOchetti,
University of Maryland.

1 ..Alachlor - high percentage increase in use since 1968.

2. Atrazine

3. Linuron

4. Dinoseb

5. Paraquat - very unlikely as cause of plant decrease, highly adsorbed to
soil and will not desorb (Parochitti)

6. Simazine

7. Butylate

8. Trifluralin
corporated into soil`( Parka and Worth, 1965)

9. EPTC

ro 4

- unlikely as cause of plant decrease, leaches little, in-

10: Chlorbomuron

11. 2-4-D

13. 'Chlorpropham

B-6
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AQUATIC PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY

(in order of relative abundance)'

*1. Widgeongrass (Ruppia maritima)

*2. Redhead-grass (PotamogetRn perfoliatus)
*3. Eelgr (Zostera marina)

**4. Algae

5. Southern Naiad (Najas guadalupensis).- significant decrease - 1971-72
6. Naiad (Na as flexilus)

*7. Sago pondw (Potamogeton pectinatus)
8. Eurasian watermilfoil, riophyllum spicatum)

*9. Wildcelery (Vallisneria amer ana) - Significant decrease - 1971-72
10. Common elodea (Elodea canaden s)

11. Muskgrass (Chara spp.) - algae

Horned-pondweed (Zannichellia palus is)
13. Coontail (Ceratophyllum demersum)

14. Slender pondweed (Potamogeton pusillus)

15. Waterohestnut (Trapa natans)

16, Mud Plantain, waterstargrass (Heteranthe a dubia and Heteranthera
reniformi5)

Kerwin, Munro are-Peterson. Distribution and abundance of aquatic vegeta-
tion in the Upper Chesapeake Bay,41971-1974._ September 1975 (draft).

*Food sourdes fot 'Water fowl.

**Included Genera Ulva, Enteromorpha, Ceramium, Polysiph'onia, etc.
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I. COLORINGS

A. Certified Colorings

1. Amaranth, FD&C Red No. 2, C.I. #16185
2. Erythrosine, FD&C Red No. #45430
'3. Indigotene, FD&C Blue #73615

. 4. Tartrazine, FD&C Yellow No. 5, 6%.I. #19140
,5. Fast Green FCF, FD&C Green No. 3, C.I. #42053
6. Ponceau SX, FD&C Red No, 4, C.I. #14700 (maraschino cherries

max. 150 ppm) . .

7. Sunset Yellow FCF., FC&C Yellow No; 6, C.I. #15985
8. Brilliant Blue FCF, FD&C Blue No. 1, C .1. #42090
9. Benz. yl Violet 4B, FD&C Violet No. 1, C.I. #42640

10. Citrus Red No. 2, Citrus Red No. 2, C.I. #12156 (orange skins
max. 2 ppm)

1 Ora ge B, Orange B, C.I. (frankfurter and sausage casings and <,sur ces - max. 150 ppm)

FD&"C Red No. 40, C.I.3.2
401'

B. Colorings Previously Cerfified
- 1. Light Green SF Yellowish FD&C Green No. 2, 1907-1966

2. Napthol Yellow X (Sodium nits), FD &C Yellow No., 1, 1907-1959,
C.I. #10316

3. Orange 1, FD&C Orange No. 1, 1907-1956
4. Ponceau 3R, FD &C Red No. 1, 1907-1961, C.I. #16155
5. Sudan 1

- 1918 - withdrawn 6 mos. after certification
6. Butter Yellow )

7. Yellow AB, FD&C Yellow No: 3, -1918-1959, C.I. #11380
8. Yellow OB, FD&C Yellow No. 4, 1918-1959, C.I. #1139-0
9. Guinea Green, FD&C Green N6. 1, 192-1966 ./

10. Napthol Yellow 'S (Potassium Salts), FD&CXellow No. 2, 1939-1959,
C.I. #10316 "

11. Orange SS, FD&C Orange No.-2,4939-1956
12. Oil,Red X0, FD&C Red No. 32, 1939-19/56 f

4
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1. -Acetophenone

2. Benzaldehyde

3. Benzyl Benzwe
4. Benzyl Salicylate

5. Cinnamaldehyde

6. Cinnamic Acid

7. DimethylAnthranilate-

8:' Ethyl Anthiznilate

9. Ethyl Benzoate

10'.4--Ethylbutyranehyde

11.. Ethyl Cinnamate

12. Ethyl Salicylate

13. Eugenol

14. Isoalityl Salicylate
15.. Isobutyl Phenylacetate

16. Isobutyl Salicylate

17. Isoeugenol

p-Methoxygenazldehyde

19. Methyl Anthran9.ate

20. Methyl Benzoate

21. Methyl Salicylate

4' 22. Phenethyl Phenylacetate

23. Phenethyl Salicylate

/.
24; 'Phen-ylacetic Acid

25. Vanillin

4 P

II. FLAVORINGS

3-9

AO.

8 3

1..

AL.
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PRESERVATIVES

1 . Butylated Hydroxymethsrlphenol

2. Butylated Hydroxyanisole (BHA)

3. Butylated Hydrosytolugne (BHT)

4 . Nrara Acid
0 V,

5. Sodium Benzoate

-
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RESEARCH STUDIES ON HERBICIDES AND AQUATIC PLANTS
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APPENDIX D

. EXAMPLES FROM HERBICIDE PRODUCT

Dinoseb

Mechanisms of Action Ag ainst Weed's

Chemical Strucire
Adsorptign in Soil's

Leaching in Soils

Effects of Rainfall

Volatilization

Effects. of Microorganisms

Effects. of Sunlight
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D-1 .
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APPENDIX D

, EXAMPLES FROM HERBICIDE PRODUCT s

Dinoseb

Mechanisms of Action'Ag ainst Weeds

Chemical StruCture

Adsorption in Soils

Leaching in Soils 4.!

Effects of Rainfall

Volatilization

Effects of Microorganisms

Effects of Sunlight

A

1

'D-1
Sihk

90



Information Product Outlines.
I

Content Overview A-1 Identification,
. .

Time History of Chemical Change (

Chemical Compounds Used
by Area Far niers in' Herbicides .

Effects of
Microorganisms

Effect(of
Sunlight

Effects of
Leaching Through Soil

..

Other Effects
6

Dinos b , /
-b2-se y1-4, 5-dinitrophenol

(2-(1 m.e.thA5ropy1)-4, '8:-
dinitro 1)

or
. 1Dinitro-o-sec-butylpenol

-

..f '-- O,..-

1\,0 --/'\ CHCH H--C
II2

I
2 3

-1\,I -CHI

There is microbial
breakdown and
dinoseb doesn't
build up

P.
in the

soil.
(Herbicide Hand-
book, 1976)

.
On silt loam ,

treated for 3`yrs.

lat.6
lb/a, 15 lb/a

and 30 lb/a.

.

Does break
down in
sunlight.
Watsuo and
Casida,,
.1970)

-o

,

.
Solubility in waterter at
25°C = 0.0052

ltightly adsorbed on
mat soils. Can leach,
in porbus Sandy soil's,
but under normal con-
ditions it shouldn't
leach out of the top
foot of soil in the :.

first year.
(Herbicide_Handbook, '
1974)

.

Vapor pressure at u

151.1°C = 1 mm Hg.
(Herbicide Hand-
book 1974)

, Volatilization is one
methqd of residue
dissipation:- - A

(Matsuo and'
Casida,.1979)

-

'.

'

..
.

,

.:(.possibility
Melting point = 38 -39 °C

.,.

t

.,

Dinoseb-showed a
to ac-

cumulate over the
years.
Otnes and_
Andrews)

-Herbicidal action
usually'lost
within2-4 wks.
(Mullison, 1970)' .

value -,0 :44
(Guarcligli, Chow and
Lefar) .,..

---

.

1,-b.
Vl

ti

9
O
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Behavior in Plants

D1

f

Physiological and Biochemical( Behavior
) -

-.1 . Folia absorption characteristics; Principally direct 'Contact effectt.
Salts r ily washed from foliage; oil salutioi-Nridte-cesistanr.

.12. Tranplocation characteristics; Essentia1}Y no true iltransocaton.
i . ...

No residues have.,been traced to foliar or-root-ttptaks.
. :

3. Mechanism bf action: Direct cell necrosis.
4. Biological properties other than herbicidal: Has fungicidal and

insecticidal properties.

A

r

93

:0-4

.

Herbicide Handbook (1974)

t

17'r:

-

e
...! -

P.
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- Adsorption (continued)

, The adsorption of DNBP in shown in Figure 1. Most striking are4the
total adsorption of DNBP by, the anion exchanger and the lack of any adsorption

Vby bentonit t pH 8.4. Bentonite also adsorbed,nearly all of the DNBP when
the pH'was '.3.

15

tr)

7---

fberonile, pH23

1

mon &changer, pH 54

51 i I I
1 cohon exchangef pH

2 4 jor'

Z.0
).-
a.

v)0
4

L /
' .-"'

.--- s

CC0

0 - --: -- Dentemle, 0(.84
0 0 20 30

.......muck, pH 55

ONBP'CONCENTRATION, 10*'

/ tg))( I Ihl mho' plum of DNB!'

p. 121'

A 'AP

4'
IP

/ 'tanking of Ili Ibo I( 101 soiii I) .Ind t \Irnl of
aikolpin)r) a

1t.1.i11111,
ll.to.mt1, It tti"ttttI, 11 ',II 1.II

kn., VItt.,
c.ilt liatti I s. 14 1.4;4 I

i ) 1 ) 1 , t I)1111. 1).1.1,1 1/1911.11 DNISI
( IP( 111 ( IN lii .11A I IN

( %, 1111 I) \ 141' I / \ III. I !I: I )1,1" il
lNI. lllll NI.,1111rmi IN \ I. mil .011 1/ \ III' % 1'1111

11,01 \ lllll :11 11 1/1111 .11,111,111 .00, 1111/11

Inglis]..1, I of 10,14 1 111g 101111111111% 111 1111
'44 1/,dg 11 111,11 11114, t 111. of 11' 111111,111

p. 123

Vs.

)1°
o

r!".

oh?
2 6/''

50.40157-e
z
O

a.

0 10 501, p113 7

2 3 4 15 6
DNBP CONCENTRATION, M RIO's

s
1

; -

1 igtnr '1 I lie aikoi ittion of D \ by telt-
'mike (pit 3.3 of 17) ;ii"tlillylent m- 1

talaittc:.)

D-6

9,5

p. 124

Harris and Warren (1964)
Weeds.

1
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Leaching

I

o.

Table 2. Physical,anal)sis of sods.

Soil Separate .

1

Size limit
mm.

Norfolk
saniftloam

`7o

Deer Creek
silt loam .

%

Kaufman say
day loam

%

Very coarse sand Z 0 -1 0 6.6 0 1 ' 0 3
Coarse sand . . 1 0 -0.5 21,4 0 3 i 3 1
Medium sand ... 0 S-0 25 11 0 0 1 3 3
Fine sand . 0 25-0 10 31 5 1 6 11.0
Very fine sand.; 0 10-0 OS 8 1

-
13 0 7 6

Total sands . . ' 2 0 -OAS 78 6 ISO -- 25.3
silt- .. 0.05-0 002 15'0 68 2 52 6
clay .. -0002 ,, 6.4 46 8 22.1

Totils . . . . ..... . *. 100 0 100 0 100A
. i

Soil
Type

Norfolk sandy
loam

Deer Creel silt
loam

Kaufman salts
clay loam.

Organi
mater

content

'1 14

081

2 02

V

%able 3. Chemical

Catty"
"cht"qc
capatity

r /100g

2 St

14 16

16 35

anaf;cis of

Exchange-
able Ca/log

12S

9 62

13 81

Soils.

Pc'crntage
calcium

sacullion

- -

49 8

67 9

At 5

'

I scliange.,,
able Na

c /100g

1

0 182

1.? 326

0 756

Soil
reaction

pH

6 00

5 65

6-3.18.-4-

Ex, hangc.
a bk. Is

m e

0 153

0 425

2 94
co

O D-7

Davis and Selnian (1954)
Weeds, pp 12 & 13
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Leaching (continued)

Table 1. Distributiott of thnitro in Norfolk saney loom lemhed with % huh
of water.

Sil ecetiorr
Composition I) Comp, E

I 11 I a% 1 11 a%

Depth I.h I.h I h I h A j.t. A0 -Li' 4 22 428 .1 4.25 1 al
1 25 1 29 1 r 40 2 4,,
1.19 1 28 1 24 1 4.) I 41 1 41.045 (149 pot. i 0 1. to (.4- 10'-135' 0 08 'I ti' 11 .1-, 11 11 141!1'-2 0' . 005 1.1 o OS' 4191 o. 1 n01

Total reco% ere(' . 9 34 '1 ;') 9 41 14 411 I 8 46
r,tu.%mount added '3 40 '3 40 940' )0t j I 7 0.1

"Table ). Distribution of- dinitro in Norfolk catch Inapt leached with 1 0 inch
of Iriter.

Composition F

1 11 s
I I% ,a Lb l.b. /a.

441 432
193 192 1 92
1 41 1 17' 114
1139 70 0('0
114 i 11 14 t 0 40
004 001 003

6 4 94 14 6; 8 80
u 90n 900

-------- .^ ^
e

tC,omposition D Cotiaoivon F' Composition F

11 1 1 a% I YI II I. 3% I,
.. .:-

.11 ay.:._.;.. ...-Z..-.

Soil section

Depth

.
1W-2.0' .-
2.0 .

2W-3 0'..

1.b,/a
1 84
1.92
1.82
1.54
1 40
0 20
0 04
001
0.01,

I.h a I h I I. 3 , 1.b 3
184 2 58 2 -I I 65
200 2.03 1.-3 ; 1.84
196 1.56 1 39 1 1 48
155 119 1 :7 1 1.20
1 34 1 06 1 19 1.12
019 023 023 1 023
003 004 J04. 004
0 02 0 01 0 02 0.02
0 01 002 0 01 -1 07)1

-1

I h 3
31i

208
2 10
1 55
1.32
018
0.03
0 02
0 02

1 b
1.4'
1.76
201
1.67
1 34
0.28
0 03
0 02 .
001

Lb a.
1 86
1.93
2 10
1 54
1 27
0.12
0 03
0 02 .
D01

Lb./a.
1.67
1.8_4
2 06_
1.61
1.41
0.20
0.05

.0.02
0,01

:Total reco%ered 8 76 .9 15 8,98 42 8 63 8 81 8.88' 8.85Amount added.- 9.00 9.00 900 9.00 9 00 9 04) 9.00 9.00 9.00

Table 6. Distribution of dinitro in Norfolk sandy loam leached with 11/2 ,
inches of water.

Soil section

Depth

. . .
1.0 .

.
2.0' -235'.

3 0' -335'

Total recovered
Amount- added. ...

Composition D ' Compoeition Composition_ 1. I F
In 6' tube In 24' tube* In 6' tube In 6' tube

..
I I II I a%. I I n ay. I I II 1_ ay. I 11 I ay.

Lb /3. Lb In. 1.b /a. .b./a.1 54 1.58 1 56 0 68 ' 1.25 0 7' 1 61 1 22 1 1.42 1.54 1 89 1.721.44 1.28 1 36 0.75 1 35 105 1 44 1 61 1 1.52 1 34 1:50 1.421.33 1.36 1 34 1.16 1.52 1 34 1 55 1 64 1.60 1 44 1.45 1.451.31 1.30 1 31, 1 47 1 52 150 1 42 1 50 I 1 46, 1.31 1.28 1.301.92 1.94 1.92:4, 2.36 1.55 I 95 134 I 76 1.80 1.92 1.65 1.780,86 0.92 0.89' 8 0 38 .0.73 0 65 0 69 1 0.67 0,91 0.72 0.810 18 0 15 0.37; 3 0.10 0:21 0.12 0.18 1 0.15 0.22 0 15 0.180,02 0 02 0,02 n7 0.04 0 06 0.02 0.134 10.03 0 02 0 02 0 020.03 0.02 0q 002 002 0.62 002 001 1001 0.01 0.01 0.011.---.
8.63 8 57 8 60 7.94 7 NI. 7 F.1 8,67 8.66 I B 65 8 71 8.67, 8.69;900 900 900 900 900 900 '1.00 900,900 9.00 9.00 9Q0

I

*Four 64h steel tubertaped t9yether.ot joints

In Dear Creek sileloam movement.stopped at' 4" .

In Kaufnian silty clay loam movement stopped Jet .3"..

D -8.

9"/

Davis and Selman (1954)
Weeds, p.18
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Leaching (continued)
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Davis and Selmah (1954)
Weeds, p. 16
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' 'teaching (continued)
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70
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Effect of Rainfall

/14,
HERBICIDE4. it gli i t I I' t It(t)1 agc ilk .ii callon of gii a% a (liell) ay_sl 1 CsIlll of wash--. ..... ..

mg %lilt 1 Milt sittutlattil 14611411 I to 2. 15. 30, t0, awl 120 min
after 4oplit 4tioti tit' pm Atimit t.uoilsIsc .it id. . \ P 20, M 3110.
2.4-112 I 1'1, 1'( 1', and D \ ID' .0 :3 11),',',. Data ratan II (1.1)s
arty' maim( nt

.

I I.

70

60

50r
vW

40r

PAAA0uAT CACOO1IJC
AC10

AP 20

p;r155-

5140 2,4 024 }T PCP

-1

100

90

50

30
cc
814,20

10

0

bNBP
PCP
AP -20

0 2,4-1? 2,4,5-T
PARAOUAT

- CACOOYLIC ACID
M-3140

3 7

.DAYS AFTER TREATMENT
Ft)titt' 2- -Pettenfagc dri.trtatiort or -mango nlanise) 1, 3, 7,

mud II tlass tit.atitititt with PC,1'. DNB'', N1-3110, 2,1 1):
2,1,5 -1'. P 20, paiatitiat, .10(1 (..iititlyItc acid at 3

14

c

p. 155

t.

00

0' 60
.w

50

40

w 30

20

ONSP PARACIOAT CACODYLIC
A00

HERBICIDE

gio e 7. Pc) coltage desiccation of mango (greenhouse) as ;t result
`of washing with I huh simulated 1.11:11.111 I to 2, 15, 30, 60, and
120 min aftt 1 application of vat aquai, (atod)ttc acid, A ('-20,

.11 1110,-2,1:4):2;1.5-'1', PCP, and IfNIIP at 3 IffiA. Data lakt n I f
la)..s a 1 tc1

p. 155

D-11

AP-20

HERBICIDE

tiguti 1. Pei coo agr desk ea ilgon of solgItunt (gt cenhonce). as a
ic.olt of stashing ;i11.) I int II simulated tailicdt.i i 2. 15,19, 60,
and 210 mot ark', appin Atoll of pataftnat. taco/10c
2.1 1):214,5T, Pcr, and DNIIP at I 110. _Data taken` 8 .days '

trcatment..,

.

p. 156

BOvefrand Diaz-Colon (1969)
Weed Sci.
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Effect of Rainfall (continued)

77.4.7S17

21) 24.0 2,4 5-T ONIIP

iitRBIC1OE
7 -, `$-

. . ,,
Figure 5'. l'elcentage desiccation of diescotiV(gicenlionse): as a

n alit of washing ,It11 1 cm lk. simulated 'mutat! 1 _to 2 1i. 30,
-80, anti 210 wilt alto, applaat 141 of 11,11.1.niaf. I :110(1, ill stcr,t1,
AP20. ...! I 1).2.i.", I', l'(:1), and' tApti. at I II);:k !Lila taken 8
clas a net. tn-tinent.

y

Bovey anDiaz-Colon (1969)
Weed Bpi., -p , 157 .
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Dinoseb on Apples - Volatility or Leaching
,

Table 2 . Distribution of Radioactivity in Apples After Topical
Aaplication of [14C1 Dinoseb and Atmospheric Exposure

. .-
.

Period of°
Atmospheric
Exposure

Rec.oVery of 14C'
. .

After Exposure (% dose)

Skins Flesh Tissues

-Total

Methylene
_Dichloride-

Soluble
ConStItuents

.

Water-
Soluble

Constituents
.

Methylene
Dichloride-
' Soluble

Constituents

Water-
Soluble

Constituents

0.5 h
4.0 h
8,.0 h.

1 day
2 day.

21 day. i.
.- 8 day
16 day
21 day

'2,8 day

90.9
,81.7
69,.6
68.7
52.6
34.2
17.2 .

,. 3.1
5.4
6i

4.4
11 .-8' .

14.4
9.1
9.3

20.2
. _21.2

18.1
13.7.
13.

. .
None
None
None

i .3
. 5.2

6.7
,.,, 9.6

7.4
-7.6. .

8 :2

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

-.° None
None
None

95 :3
93.5
84.0
79 .1 .,

67.1
61.1

= 48.0
28.6
26;7
28.1,

After 24 hrs.: - about 20%radioactivity lost
After 28 days - 76.6/0' lOst Afr

Hawkins and Saggers (1974) , Pestic . Sci p 499

Table 3 . RF Values on Thin-Layer Plates of Authentic Reference Compounds

-

, ,,-' J

Solvent System '

.,

ChlorOforin Toluene- Methanol
0 , (3:1, v/V3. ,

Ethanol.

,Dinobuton _ -

Dinoseb .

2-Amino-4-nitro-6-s-butyl ---
-phenol

3r (.34.5-Dinitio-2-hydroxyphenyl)
-butyriC acid .

. 0-.72
'0'.71

. ---.
0.1'3

-
0.03

.
.0 :76: ''.-

-`'

0,53
-

is .18

0.66
0.65

, .
0.63

0.46

O

Hawkins, and Saggers.,(1974)..,- Sc41., p. 503-

1 O2
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.
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' Dinoseb on Apples - Volatility or 'Leaching (continued)

Methylene dichidride soluble fraction from skins contained the' unchanged
.

compound (Y5% of original, after 28 days) .
4.

4

Greatest-proportion of radioactivity,after 8 hours associated with polar trans:
formation. products - including two compounds r. hromatrogra.phyically,similpr

_

to the amino compound an4 the carboxylic acid.

Hawkins and Saggers (1974)-
Pestic. Sci

Dinoseb - Pate on Apples .

Readily converted into pole and water--s'Iluble'transformatio'n priocructs. J
.

',-
2-drnino-4-nifro-6 -S:-blitylphenol (III) and 3 -(3 ,5-dinitro-:2-hydrox,yptwyl)
butyric acid (IV.), and were formed by hydrolysis of the ester, followed by

.

'dither reductibn of a nitro group or oxidation bt the termal Carb.on in the
,

S-ba,tyl:side-chain respectively
bt

H2N' cpdH2pH3
,CH3

'cr:

NO2

(III)

Amino 'Compound

After application 1prge amounts of Material:al-010st' froth the Surface by leachinq.

0

y OH
21\1 o: CFICH2CO2-H

cH3 ,

(1W .

t ,s Carboxylic ?koid, ' ...

g
.: q .

Hawkins and Saggers (1974) ,'Pestic . Sci., p.'502
. , I

or volatilization=,,,
. ..
The Material remaining undergoes transformation either by .photochemical or

' ' .

enzymatic actin to give more polar produgts j '-'1-11
;1

1 ..., , \ ,
, .

Hawi_tns and Saggers (1974), Pestic, Scf.; p:.03
,_

1

'
D -14
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Effect Of Microorganisms

Klingrrian (5) reports that 4,64dinitro-o-secrbutylphehol is very rapidly
t

'rapidly broken (10,W11 in the 'soil, lasting only 3 to 5 weeks under warm, moist
conditions.. Warren,(74) reviews the literature and concludes that once within

,the soil and under suitable conditions of temperature and moistur, it will be
attacked and quickly decomposed by soil microorganisms. At least 2 species

_ -

of Pseucl_pmanas have been-reported to utiliie DNBP as a source of carbon and
energy `-(71) . In terms of time interval, microbiological breakdown in sail

Occurs rapidly under warm, moist conditions. Herbicidal action usually is
.

1Ost..Within 2 to 4 weeks under conditions conducive to microbial aCtivity5) .

Also reported is lack of any residue from one year to the next and, consequently,,- . .. 3 ..,

any uild-up froth yearly applications: This material is not readily adsorbed'
1.. ,.." .by plant roots or transladated within the plant from 'the leaves as it acts as a

""- . ,
contact herbicide. Towers (73) points out that plants respond to the appli-,. .

.cation of phenolic substances by converting them to- glycosides. These are
then transferred to sites of low metabolic eCtivity ,where they remain until the
death of the cell.

Mullison (1970); p. 121

.
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TABLE 1

The Effect of Lxpobure to Sunlight _on Total Recovery of Radioactive Residues.

from Bean Leaves. 'following Application of Ring-L14-labeled Dinobuton and Dinoseb

---
.Recoverv< a) of radioactive compounds in residue, 7.. after applicati'un of s\-Hours of Dinobuton Dinosebexposure to Products of Products Water- Products of Productssunlight Dino- Dino- intermediate at or near soluble Dino- intermediate at or nearafter applic. butqn Seb . Rf -values products Total . seb R f valuesoribin orlon A.Total

. .
0. 96 ° 2t 0 0 0 100 100 9 0 100

0..5 56 10 13 8 _ 14 101 78 12 4 94

1 37 10 t '20 , 13 14 94 40 ' 103 9 02
ti

2 *27 -;4:\ s12 20 14 14 87 .,*1, . , , 0
4 -33-, 1.1. 13 lo 11, 7/ 8 11 15 34

27 15 d6 12 73

8 10 17 8 62 6 4 18
-.".

12 11 2,, , t
, 9 16 10 48

:>.

16 *5 :12"; . 20 8 42
"---

4 0 16. 20

20 3 1, le 8 37

a)Surn of surface- and penetrated residues.
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Photodegradation - Effects of Sunlight (continued)

Volatilization is one mechanism,of residue dissipation for both compounds

because there is a-progressive loss of the applied radiocarbOn with tine.
A portion-of the. labeled materials iss not 'extracted from the plant, accounting for
another source Of loss. The products persisting for 2,hours or longer after
treatment mostly,are degradation products, not dinobuton or dinoseb.

V
C

N
C

CHI
CH

NCH CH

0 ,CH3

%0'
CH

NO2

NO2

111
dinoseb

dinobuton

ester
unkhown

phenol

IP
unknowns

origin at(3111.

CH
3. OH

CH3 CH/ NO2
CHz

NO2

410
dinoseb

products of
origin intermediate
c p ) . R f values

Ethyl acetate

Fig. 1. Illustrative chromatograms showing 11,Q characeer-
istics of labeled products recovered from beam foliage
treated'with ring-C14-labelhd pre-arationS of dinobliton
(left) or dinoseb (right) and exposed to sunlight.

0

Matsu° and Casida (1970)
' Bull. of enViron. contam. & Tox.,

p. 74
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Pho. todegradatio'n - Effects of Sunlight (continued)
. ,

Under the photocondifions used, dinoseb converts to more ersistent
products of lower Rf values . The ime-sequence involved sugg that, as
with dinobuton, the products re ning at or near the origin are the termin al
products found by the analytical procedure employed.. Differentiatibn of
intermediate products, and intercomparison.of these products with unknowns.
A and B derived from.dinobuton, are not possible bedause the. large amounts of
interfering plant extractives present distutb the TLC patterns .

. . . have.photosensitizet activity. In similar studies involving photo-
.

dpgradation'under ultrdviolet light, dinoseb acetate as a thin film or a8'an
oxygenated methanol solution yields trace amounts of degradation productS, ,

several of which, by ultraviolet and mass spectroscopy, appear to be 2, 4-
/ -

dinitrophenols containing modifications on the sec-butyl groUping. The
chromatOgraTp,hic position (TLC) of phenoLunkow,n B is generally thqt associated
with isomeric if- hydroxybutyl- and 5-buteny1-2, 4-dinitrophenols, based on
comparison With.authentic compoUnds . Interfering materials in the ,plant
extractives make it difficult to compare the 'Rf values of the products of dinosebilk

acetate photolys is . Amino and diamino.deriyatives of dinoseb chromatograph
at or,near the origin in the-sOlvent systems used. With-some compounds other
than dinobuton and dinospb, photoreduction of nitro groups takes place when
the irradiation is done under anaerobic conditions (4,5) r

Matsu() and Casida (1970)
Bull. of environ . contain . & Tox.,

J ' . p. 77 . ....,'"

. . . Also, a portion of the degradation following the application to bean .
leaves may result from plant metabolism of the penetrated materials; dinoseb
and certain esters of dinoseb are known to'undergo nitro reduction arid side

D-18

1
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o o. o oo moot.

Photodegradation - Effects of Sunlight '(continued)

chain oxidation on metabolism in mammals (6) . In any case, analyses made
by 'methods which are specific for dinobuton and dinoseb, or for other
dinifrophenolic pesticide chemicals, probably do not give a reliat)le measure
of the residue content of plants treated with the respective pesticide
chemical. .

t/latsuo,and Casida (1979)
Bull.

-
of environ. contam.. (Sr Tox.,

p. 78

D-19
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Problem Description: Carbon Monoxide

Environmental Pollution. William FS Andrews
3

4.5 CARBON MONOXIDE

(a) Sources. Carbon (CO), 'a colorless, odoA ss gas,
accounts for More than % of the total annual air pollutant
enlis9ions in North America. This gas is almost entirely a man- °

made pollutant. The most significan source is incomplete com-
bustion, during which each carbon atom 'combines with only one
atom of oxygen. Estimates show that automobile engines alone
contribute more than 80% of the global carbon monoxide emis-
sibns. Combustion in industry, power plants, residential heating,
and refuse dispOsal accounts for the remainder (Fig. 4-8). ehoto-
Chemical reactions Veactions initiated by light) of hydrocarbons
in polluted atmospheres -also produce tiny amounts of carbon
monoxide. Very few natural-sources of this gas are known. Un-
der abnormal conditions plants can producecarbon monoxide:
Certain'marineorganisms, such as jellyfish, can emit gas bubblo'
containing as much 80% carbon monoxide. Havver, these
natural contributions are not considered significant. .

A

C

Altoraft.-raileoads. vessels CM'

Gasoke motor vehicles

Diesel rn?tor vehicles 0.2%
W

tndustrial processes 9.6%

Agricultural burning i 8.3%

Solid waste disposal 7.8%

Forest fires' ;i1.2%

Stationary sources of fuel combustion 11
(wood, coal, fuel oil)

Structural fir, coal refuse burning 3 1.4%

4

59.0%

Total emissions of carbon monoxide
1.0 x 10' tone/yr

Fig. 4-8. Nationwide sources of carbon monoxide emissions
U.S. 1968. (Data ,published by U.S. Department of Health,
Educabtion, and Welfare.) .

E-3**
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Air Pollution. A. Nadler
. .

Table 2. Carbon M4 oxide Levels at Various Locations
,

Location .. CO Levels
(in average ppm's) ,=-._

'1,': /
Los Angeles Free ays'

,
_ Los Angeles Fr eways, slow,

heavy traffi /
'(,,Los Angel& , severe/ .

inversio . /
6

Parking arage
.

Cincin ati intersection
Detr t, short peak' _

.
Det oit , residential area

D it, shopping'area -'.

"nhattan intersection

lowed industrial exposure
i for 8 hours (for compari-'

son)

-

,

.

4

, 1

,

_
----i----b

37
54

. .

30' for over
8 hours

59
.

20

100
.

2

.10 ,

15 all day long

50 recently law-
ered from 100

E -4
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Level - Jr . High. Topic: Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide October '71,,p. 73
,f

,
ENVIRONMENT I would, therefiac..like to describe thrde of a cigarette as a source of carbon

exercises that may be less familiar. The dioxide. Kccp thc open end of the
Air PollutionDetection and first, Detection of Carbop, Monoxide detector tube "directly in thc 'trealti. of

Abatement- and Carbon DiOxide, illustrates the use smokp, Release the iaulb, thus suck-

RICHARD KRAFCHIK, Helping of detector tubes in identifj,ing, pol- jog one bulb voldnic of gas through

Teacher, Prince George's County lutants. The following two exercises, the fdeteefor tnbc., The blue reagent
,--Public Schools,- Upper Marlboro, Afterburner and Wet-Scrubber,, ill is- /crystals

in the tubc will change to a light
Maryland, and aParticipant, Aca- tratc current technological devices to gig)/ color in thc presence of carbon
derptc Year Institute for Scien,ce curtail air pollution. dioxide.' Measure the length of the
Supervisors, University of Maryland,
College Park

pay starry, then use the calibration scale
45tection of Carbon itionoxiile and supplied by lytSA--to falculate the per-

Prince George's County is a suburb Carb,on Dioxide ecint lby volume of *AM:Km dioxide in

of Washington, D.C., and has Its share Glass detectot tulles provide a cigars te smoke. The slue you will

of air pollution as a result of heavy method fur deter mining the- Pi esencc obtain is only approximte,, however,
of various gases ul the aiiiiosplk . he since one cannot control the amount

is great interest in aii p( Ilutirnr, even deicetoi tube is .1 glen tube 01 time the gas; is in contact with there-
-, e.

at the junior high scluit)1 le el, but there with closed end, apple, inlaid)/ 6 nun actor chemical when using a squeeze
.

arc fewmatet ials on the s Meet winch in dialtietet mid Ili cm 111,1Jtigth. Inside bulb.

eappropriate for" this the, tuffs mical 1Qagent sensitive -A similar procedure may tic used to
al.t

Upon contacting the DivisIon 01 \-11
to the yogi, v.1,11 detfct "ro use test for emboli monoxide. Automobile'.

Pollution Connor Of the count health the till,,, 1h, , ,d 01(1, snapped exhaust may be used as a source of thc
gas. (Caution: Carbon nionoxidc is adepartment, it became appals:1u .1(1,11 )41, atul .1 g1). ;1 1,1 the all to be

iLsk,1 iblotp,1) ilk tithe A deadly gas; do not tun an automobileDivision staff had been .11)1)10,1,1w/1 by'
many other leaclwrs It alai ,f1..11", 0; ors 1, hoed to nolo( in an-vneloscd place.) The yel-).4 014:, tot mate
rials in this fiNd. I 4";1)1(.1,1(111 .1.111 do: V.: It'C\tnl In the IOW dell e101 Chelll le:11 will heeOlne

blown in the presence of carbonagreed to .sci ve- as a *r."4.-sour, t,,, .1;1.1 samph

terials, and set about -41evLlopin., dem- 111,1110.i &la, ;;It pl.,i)lem with monoxide . Measure:the length Of the

onstrations and expel i nelits that t ouls.1\ 'I" sk 11.1 the )1)1.1111ity

the monoxide con-
biow stain, andconsult the calibration

be used in the tuna (eh svhool L lass "' 'I'm 4 '"131)"' \ scale to find
room and - adapted othel loci\ as .1.211,110 o h a 1,00 cm' capacity \cnt 1 est lit st directly at the carbon

is ,1).,;i1;* 11...1 Mint Sakty pplr- monoxide )totiree; then vary thc distaneo.well.' My role was to be.that of "help
ing teacher," a liaison hdt-ween th( Di- \I\ \ I

a.so- lion) the source. You May wish to test

vision and the scheqs possill(c to hii, ino.xpensive iubbei a heavily tracled area such as a super-
, bull) prchip 111 .1 di lipioie and highway at diSeven exercises werettlexeloped

sampling ltiChililltle st:k 4,by ,ti I
it. yot(sell . .1,, calif)! ate, the bulb II, The Depart')
squecred once. ail pissing tion. and Wepartinent :1-lealth. Ftldeation. and
through it is dittoedLied thiough lubber threshold limits foWelfare! and by the P. (1:oige's
tube to a bottle .otailt..,(1 to collect gasCounty Department of add(_ 1-

11) the wale; Altsplaectitem method. 'Detion, the Division drew heel item), flo
volume tIv.pl.leed inc.voirct.1 'I henavailable spurces; -two of The most use-
the ()I...wit:L./es to achieve theful of these are listyd in the iefeionees
iequtied %ohmic of au How through the hold limit for carbon 'oxide is 5,000/at the end of this :nude 111c7 end-
deteeuktirda is computed. 1.000,000 (.5,000 ppm by volume ofproduct was a 16-page teat:11(.1s manual

titled "Ail Pollution Ltxpei i»cnts /9,,;(cdtoc, Obtain detector tulle. ail. 1 he threshold lin 't for carbon
i

Some of the expel anent,. such as that and carefully hied', open both ends. monoxide is 50/1,000,010 (50 ppm)

illustrating-tire deterioration of nylon, Scince/c tile bulb. Place the 'end of the by volume of air.
tett:clot., tube, which is more tightlyare undoubtedly familiar,- to teachers.
packed el ystals into the rubber Wet-Scrubber
tubing. Ma an air-tight connection f he wet- scrubber is one f the-most

The 111,10 Itk i-ere-a. wally svi loin by 1 uduttk ' by wrapping a f Libber band around the common anti-pollution d ices em-
V. Wootton. Montanan 11.Dr<ision of Au Pollution

tubing that holds- the detector tithe. .comro. and Ai 1.1Iep hiker of the no:minim of.
Health 1 dutatioll, MILIMOCIII Of Health. Prince USC the smoke emitted from the endccoutc, Coumy, ,Maryl.ma 'They weft lieldtested
by %click Bellante at the Thomas Johnson Junior
High School. Puttee. George's County. Mine Safety Appliances Company. Pittsburgh,

SutFli i.ot!tuc arc available at no cost from the Pennsylvania 15208. MSA has detector tubes for
Pnnc t icor ge's Comity Department of Health, nob carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide sulfur dioxide,
,inn of Air Pollution Control, Cheverly, Mary( and and many other gases. 'A package of 12 tubes of
20185 Send a self-addresqcd, 81/2 x 11 .inch envelope any aim iypc costs approximately '57, Write for a
wit* 32 wits return postage. tree catalog.

, .

commutei traffic and indush y- I het c

erent times of the day.
ent of lic.alth. Educa-
are has established

each of these gases.
The Threshold limt is the maximum
safe allowable limit f a specific gas in
the atmosphere. Anything over this
limit is a lhazard to healtIk'The thres-

4
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(arbon dioxide iletei.itir-Ittbe Nail on: An or-
ganic amine and the 111)m blue are
imp:col:lied on aciiNated alunuaa The c chemtcals
change Eton) blue to nearly white when in contact
with cat bon dioxide.

'Carbon monoxide (length of stain) delectortube
reaction. Carbon monoxide feasts with potassium-
pallado impregnated on sitna gel to give a
brown stain.
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ployed by industry. It depends on the
fact that when a polluted -gas stream is
brought into ,contact with water; thC-
pollutants are absorbed by the water,

Procedure: Set up the apparatus as
shown in Figure 1. Place a paper
towel in a 500 ml flask, and place this-
above the Bunsen burner. Using a
double-hole stopper that makes an air-
tight seal with the flask, insert a 5-inch

,section of glass tubing through one of
the holes. The glass tubing should reach
approximately one-half inch from the
bottom of the flask.

Insert a 1: -inch piece of gam tubing
into the-other hole of the stopper. Con-

nect approximatcly 1_ foot of rubber t'

tubing to the 1-irteh piece of glass-tub-
ing, making sure that an airtight seal
exists.

-11

Fill a second 500 nl1Jflask approxi-
mately .three-fourths full of water.

'Taking a second double-hole stopper,
place two,l-inch pieces of glass tubing
into the top, holes. Connect the rubber
tubingfrom the first flask (the combus-
tion chamber) to one of the pieces of
glass tubing'in the second st per In-
sert the wide end of the glass mpinger
into the bottom of-the same hOle in this
second stopper which is connected to
the rubber tubing. The glass impingcr
is a straight piece of glass tulting drawn
to a smaller diameter at one end, which
causes the release of smaller bubbles.'
These smaller bubble's bring more gas
in contact With the water,. Taking a
second piece of rubber tubing, connect
it to the remaining unused glass tubing.
Hook this,ubber tubing to a vacuum
source.

Heat the,first flask (the-combustion
chamfer) until smoke appears. Draw
a vacuunt: -tin the system causing a
stream of smoke to be drawn through

F th S5COzndi, theant.'scribber) 411
Observe thrchange iiimrp color of the

I
water. If s toke collect, in the_sccond

;flask above the water, a second wet-
qcrubber can be added.

Afterburner
The complete combustion of fuels

containing carbon and hydrogen yields

*the o water-Alton-type draft on a lowpressure
mechawscal pump Too musk pressure will pull
water through.

' 74

Atubing

\\,
k.,-i11:yaper product

N,('
f

sz

le

vacuum'

c,
glass unpinger

ht. ',

Figure 1. Apparatus for demonstrating the
wet-scrubber, a device used'by industry to
remove pollutants from gases.

water vapor and carbon dioxide. Most
air- pollution results from material that
is not completely burned. A fire that
smokes is a familiar example of in-
complete combustion. These sncokey
ghses can he reignited by an aftei burner
to cause the further cotubustiori of the._
particles that cause air pollution.

Procedure: Arrange a ring stand as
shown in Figure 2. Clamp a rubber
strip, and mount it under the inverted
funnel as shown. (Caution: Use a

G7 0

a
o

E

0

ring stand"
Figure. 2. The function of an afterburner In
reducing pollution can be shown.

funnel

rubber strip

,

!pi

t,

-wet-scrubbeis

small piece of rulther, but do not use
rubber bands or other rubber products
which_ will "pop" and cause burns.)

Ignite the rubber strip, thus pro-
ducing, a black stream of smoke, the
unburned 'portion of the rubber. Make
sure that the stream of smoke is di-
rected up through the funnel." The fun-
nel is employed to simulate a chamber
comparable to a boiler or incinerator.
The nee!, of the funnel is analogous to
a smokestael. or chimney. Position a
Bunsen burner 'by hand above the
stream of smoke until the smoke is
completely burned and can no longer
be seen.

Explore with your classes the kinds
of industries that use wet-scrubbers and
afterburners and the advantages and 1
disadvantages associatewith each. 0 ,

References
1. Air Polhaion Printer,. National Tuber-

culosis and Respiratory Disease Aisocia-
lion. New York. 1969.

2. Hunter, Donald C., and Henry C, Woh
lers: Editors. Air Pollution E.tperiatents
for Junior and .Senior h iplr Sehool Sri.
enter Classes. Education Committee, Mid.
Atlantic States Section, Air Pollution
Control Association. 1968. (This publi-
cation is available for S1 per copy. In
quantities of tcn or nOrc, price is 50
ents per copy, plus postage, Request%

for copies should be addit:ssed to: Stu.
dent 1\1anual, Air Pollution Control As,
sociation, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213.)
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DETECTION OF ATMOSPHERIC CARBON MONOXIDE

I. BACKGROUND

in the incomplete

an OdorliSs and colorless gas'has its origin,Carbon monoxide,

a

Y '

combustion of carbonaceous materials; for example,
.

auto exhaust. It has long been known as a noxious inhalant!thatas-its

'effects because of a stzong affinity for combining with the hemoglobint-

eq
of the blopd. When a sufficient amount of carbon Monoxide attaches 1

itself to the hemoglobin in the circulating red blood cells, it reduces
,

the availability of the hemoglobin to combine with oxygen,and this

resultsin'the rdduction of the amount

There'are various methods for

in particular.iS

of oxygen available to the tissueg,1--
'''. .. . ,

) , .
. ,

detection of carbon monoxide.One"

the Aise of N. B.- S. Colorimetric

(NatiOnal Bureau of Standards manufcture this). .Theilai,tO.be analyzed

is passred

ammonium

through a tube'containing d

molybdate,suliUric acid and

,

silica gel:iMpragnated with

palladium. chloride. A yelloW
. ' ; -

. F.,
. 0

molybdate complex',1s-formed, and the palladium,serves.as aCatalyat lor
. ,

the reduction with carbon monoxide. Upon reduction, the indicating gel
.. ,t,, _ .

, 2 ,

turns from yellow to either a green or b14, depending on tile concentration,'

°Y,'

f the carbon monoxide present.

with

OBJECTIVE'
4

To be iodetect carbon

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

monoxide in the air.'

The purpos.e of 'this experiment is'to familiarize the

a simple met iiii for detection-of

e

carbon monoxide in the

0%.

O

Student

air,
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IV. APPARATUS AND REAGENTS

4 \

\-
1. Vacuum pump,'hand bulb-pump or vacuum line for-drawing air,Sample

through'tube.

2. Absorbent cotton

Guard gif
*

4
4. Indicating gel*

5. Glass (filter) tube, about a 7 MM bore

6. Two.1-hone No. 000 cork stoppers

7. Sufficient tubing to fit 7 Mm bore tube

#89.. Two pieces of glass tube approximately 1 inch each;

*The guard4e1 and indicating gel may be purchat9d from:

Central Scientific Company
Division Of CencoInstruments
237 Sheffield 'St.

Mountainside, N.J. .07092
Price 1.1.5 =e

:Catalog #3853,0, Size IP - Mica Gel Indicating:.(6-16 Mesh)...$2.70
Catalog #38532, Size 1P - Silica Gel Refrigeration Grade 642 Mesh),

...$2.10

Corp.

''V. PREPARATION OF FILTER TUBE

Ik

1.

. . _

Clean 7-mm bore filter tube with sulfuric acid .rinse with distilled
water. Make-sure tube is diy before using.

Insert one glass tube into one hole No. 000 cork stopper.

-: ,
"Tirtptrfilter-itub-e, insert a smalllAd'of absorbent cotton, so th'at it

forms a loose pad against the cork.

4. Fill the tube with 5 cm length of.guard gel

length of indicating gel.5. Add 2 cm

6. Then add

7. Insert a
making

1

a second 5 cm length of gtiard gel.

cotton pad, tapping the side of the filter twice gently,
certain the filter is packed firmly.

*Item cribckedIts not standard in most -high schools.
E-8
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8. Insert second one hole 000 cork stopper; then, insert the

other glass tube.'

PROCEDURE \\,

-< glass tube.

,..:::%

Q00 cork stopper

cotton

guard gel

indicating gel

guard:gel

cotton

000 cork stopper

glass tube, 0,

. -

Connect a,hose leading to a vacuum pump or vacuum line/to the end

of the tube. Pull atmosphericlair through the tUbd until the indicating.

gel turns to either green or blue: This is an indication of carbon

monoxide.

A. Quantitative Test -

4

Ins order to determine the amount of carbon monoxide in'-the atmosphere,

known aints of carbon monoxide'are passed through indicating tubes, the,

resulting colors are used as standards to determinelunknown Concentrations

by comparing the colors obtained from pollut 4 air, with .standard colors.

VII. REFERENCE"

Bell, F.A., Jr., N. B. S. Detector Tube Methoe for CabOn Monoxide in

Air, Technical Assistance Branch, Division of Air'Pollution- R. A: "Taft,
L.

Sanitary Engineeri4g,,Center,%1961.

4
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Problem Impact: Sulfur ()kid&
.

Environmental Pollution . William F . Andrews

Effects of Sulfur, Oxides. Sulfur oxides coinbine with
.inoisture to form sulfurous acid and the extremely corrosive stir-
furic acid.'

,-- Sulfur Dioxide + Water Sulfurous Acid
SO2, 1120 --0 H2SO3

Sulfur Trioxide + Water Sulfuric Acid
SO + H2O 112SO4

,
Each day, thg air Which you, inhale passes through the

nasal cavity and the windpipe to contact directly an area 25
times greater than your exposed skin surface. This region is pro-
vided by the tiny membranes of your lungs. Every square inch of
your respiratory system provides moisture, an ideal reactant for
the sulfur oxides which,enter yoursystem. (They also irritate the
eyes and the skin) How is the delicate lung tissue affected? Clini-

'1" cal studies on humans are surprisingly limited to date. Yet even
N' if sulfur, dioxide were not regarded as .a health hazard, its

destructive nature would warrant the removal of this gas from
the air.

Acids forming in the, atmosphere fall with rain and cre-
ate havoc with crops and wild plants. Since lichens store the

7 acids in their roots and then die, botanists use them as Indicators
of sulfur dioxide fallout. This accurate test has designated On-
tario cities such as Sudbury, Hamilton, and Toronto, as "-lichen
deserts" becaUse these plants cannot survive in the surrounding.
areas. The numerous crop plants killed, even at low fallout ley-

"*".'els, include 'wheat,' barley,. 'oats, white pine, canon, alfalfa,
buckwheat, sugar beet, and a score of others. Within a 20 mile \
radius of-Kingston, Tenneksee, 90% of the white in trees have
been killed: Sulfur dioxide from 'a Tennessee Valley Authority

Iv`power plant is the recognized culprit. Over 50 years ago, two cop -'
per smelters near Ducktown, Tennweeoreleafed enough air- ."
borne sulfur to poison the surrounding.soil. Even \ this, land\
remains almost totally devoid of vegetation.

Concentrations of .airborne sulfur compounds also
threaten aquatic life. Rain and snow absorb these compOunds
and carry the resulting acids into, soil, rivers; lakes, and-ponds,
Most aquatic organisms cannot survive when the pH falls below

,

'Sulfur Dioxide 111

tir

fi
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Effects; Sulfur '(SOX)

Energy Environmental Source Book

r

FIGURE 4-3
Deaths and Air Pollution in'London, 1952
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Environmental Science Lab Manual, 1,972.

D
Effects of sulfur dioxide

J

Sulfur dioxide
concentration, ppm Exposure period and effect

Measurement
methods

'Trace

0.01 to 0:02

0.02 to otti

0.07 to 0.25

"0 0.20 to 0.30 for 3 days

.20 to 0.86 for 3 days

128

0.?1.

0.25

0.28

Yearly exposure
Metal corrosion begink
Significant metal corrosion

Impaired pulmonary function

Increased cardiovascular morbidity

Increased respiratory death rates for area
studied

,

Detectable chronic injury,to' perennial
vegetation' -

2- to 4day exposure
Hospital admissions for caidiorespiratcinj

diseases increase

Rhinitis, sore throat, cough, and eye -

irritation rates increased
Cardiorespiratory mortality increased
Acute ,yegetation injury.

24hour exposure
Bronchitic patients' health deteriorates
increased total death rates
Detectable injury to sensitive vegetation

P.b02 candle

Pb02 dandle'
Pb02 candle, West-

Gaeke

Pb02 candle, West-
Gaeke

Pb02 candle

Thomas autometer

1-1202

By electroconductivity

F120'2

Pure gas,

H 2 0 2

H202

Pure gas

Brief exposures
0.04 Visibility reduced to 10 miles at 70% Calculated effect

relative humidity
0.08 Cortical conditioned reflexes produced; (No method indicated)

repeated 10second exposures,
0.10 Visibility reduced to 4 miles at 70% Calculated. effect

humidity
0.30 . taste threshold
0.50 1 Visibility reduced to 0.85 mile at 70%

humidity
0.5 for 1 sec Odor threshold Pure as
0.5 for 4 hr Detectable injury to sensitive vegetation' Pure gas
0.5 for 7 hr Acute injury to trees ana shrubs Pure gas
1.0 for 10 min Respiration and pulse rates increase yure gas
1.6 for 1 td 5 min 'Tfire-shotd for inducing measurable bron Pure gas

0. choconstriction in healthy people,

McGuiness, B. J. 1968. Problems of air pollution. Manuscript presented at Purdue University,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Pure gas

Calculated effect

E-12



Effects of SO2 - Teaching Activities in Environs Education

142

PURPOSE: To observe the effects of sulfur ioxide on certain
-material.

LEVEL: 10-12

.

SUBJECT: Science :..1 s--e)

. ... \
.

,,,....
. .

.,,

. 'CONCEPT: IV -1 Organisms and enyironmants are.in constant.c4inge.

PROBLEM: :Tr-3 HealthConsiderations--air quality.:
t i

REFERENCE: "A Supirintary Program for Environmental Education--
Science," Project I -C -E, 1927, Main Street, Green Bay,

WI 54301.

ACTIVITY: -Ilse a chemistry laboratoii manual ,of instruction it

producing sulfur dioxide SO2)S from S + 02 or

Na2S03 + H2SO4. Follow. t*procedure.carefully and

..,
observe all safety .rules.Collect several bottles of
pure S02.

y, . .

,
9

4

Using th1 bottles of pure S02, immerse such material;
as plant tissue, animal tftsue, natural fibers, and
synthett: fibers into the'"gi6'.0bServe changes in these
materials after an hour and after:24 hours.

Locate local inSustries which produce SO2 sia a,by-
product. Ask representatives. of these groups to discuss
with the class how the company tries to eliminate SO2
from .its discharge. , -



Solutions and Costs

Solutiont: Stratified Charge Engine - A,LOokUnder the Hood

The stratified charge,engine One (of the modifications, kbown as a three-
valve, stratified charge, carbureted engine,, is being developed by a Japanese
firm. Three vehicles using this engine have completed EPA'S 50,000-mile dur-
ability tests and have met the 1975 standirds.. In a stratified charge engine,
the central idea is to supply a rich mixture near the point of ignition inside the
cylinder. But the rest of the mixture is kept lean. This helps to reduce the
mass of nitrogen &ides formed, allowing better burning of hydrocarbon's and
carbon monoxi de.

The Japanese firm's engi e has a conventional block, pistons and spark
plugs.` Only the cylinder hea intake and exhaust manifolds are modified,_
and two carburetors are -used: instead of one.

r. ,

The .essential part of 'this system is a, small, pre-Comb scion chamber in
the cylinder head. The small chamber contains the spark lug. A rich-.air/fuel
mixture is supplied to-this chamb by one carburetor thro h the third valve.
A lean air,iftiel mixture Is supplied by the other carburetor115 he normal chamber
through the norEn4 intakes (I) . The rich mixture in the small, chamber ,(2)- pro-
vides good ignition, and the flame spreads to the lean mixture in the main
chamber (3). Burning in the cylilltider is slower and more efficient than in con-.
ventional engines and by prolonging the combustion most exhaust pollutants
are burned up inside the cylinder. Test results suggest a g,airy, rather than
'loss in fuel economy with this system .

A National Academy bf Sciences report says the stratified charge engine
should be capable of meeting the 1976 standards,' if used-on small cars.
Maintenance should be no greater than is required by 1973 conventional
engines . Fuer economy should be comparable to 1972 engines and superior,
to a 1976 conventional engine equippped with the dual catalyst control system

4

STRATIFIED CHARGE SYSTEM

RICH
FUELAIR
MIXTURE

PRE COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

1, INTAKE

LEAN
FUELA111
MIXTURE

2. COMPRESSION

E-14
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Solutions: Stirling' Engine A LOok Under the Hood

0

The Stirling engine This is an external combtistion heat engine. Fuel
inters at tie, intake (1) and burns in the combustion chamber (2). which heats
gas (hydrog. n) in tubes (3) . The heated gds expands and forces theiiston
(4) to turnt ashplatp (5) that rotatesthe drive shaft (6) . The gas'moves
into a cool 0chamber (7) , and' the process is repeated. The engine has
16w.hydrocAlbon and carbon monoxide emissions but is a little high on
nitrogen oXides. A prototype engine is reportedly heavy, complex and ex-.Pensive.

rYte!,,t-4.. oe
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Solutions: Diesel Engine A Look Under the Hood

.0.0

k.

1

4f.

COMBUSTION PROCESS ,
j .

IN DIESEL ENGINE

NOZZLE 5 .
e ,

.

,; T HOT AIR
.,,, , ., f INc. 0_

0

* 0 0
),

CYLINDE,R.
0

al ID

4

6 O 000
sli

PISTON v.
:

MIXTURE
OF AIR
AND FUEL
DROPLETS

The Diesel engine In the diesel process, only air is compresse,d in the
cylinder, while fuel is injected late in the compression stroke and' is ignited
by the heat of compression. This engine has been tested succ,essfully:the
EPA laboratorie,s and meets Fedel-al emission limits on carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons. It also obtains 75 percent better fuel economy than:a con-:
-v.63ntional.internal combustion engine of the sime`weighti

rj
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Solution's: Wankel Engine Teacher's Environmental Resource Unit:
The Automobile

fr

INTAKE
As the piston at right 61_
starts downward in
the cylinder, it opens- 1..-1/4

a valve at the top and I

draws in a gas-air
mixture. In the
Wankel, this "charge"

>iflows' into.the chamber when one
of the three pointi- of the triang-
ular rotor sweeps past an intake
port (white arrow) in the wall.

HOW THE WANKEL WORKS

f- As the Wankel rotor
turns, the gas (iridark
gray area),is pus hed
toward 'the spark plug,. v;:oq
while a second point of
the triangle trails

*.across the intake port
and covers it momentarily..
right, the ,valve shuts as the,
piston.starts upward,beginning
to compress the fuel mix .

IGNITION
As the rotor faCe moves
down the comparatively
flat side wall, the gas is
ignited and expanded, pro-
viding the thrust to k e ep
the rotor turning. At
right, ignition propels
the piston on its downward
"Pow-er stroke."

EXHAUST

' The rotor cleans house
by sweeping the waste
products of combustion
out an'exhaUst port (white
arroci-q. While this com-
pletes the final phase,
new cycles have a lee a d y
begun in what is a continuous pro,.
cess. In the conventional piston
engine, the exhKst goes out through
a second valve s- the piston thrusts
Ap'for the last. time..

1AS:
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SOlutiOns: Wankel Engine -- A Look Under the Flood.

WANKEL OR ROTARY ENGINE

2. COMPRESSION

In the VVankef, the intake, compression,
power and exhaust functions take place
almust simultaneously in only one turn
of the three lobed rotor.

3. POWER

Wankel or rotary engine - Another Japanese manufacturer is using a totally dif-
ferent type of spark-ignited engine and ,riTsion control.. This engine is known
as the Wankejj or rotary. The emission control is called a thermal reactor. A -
compact car equipped with this system meets the emission standards for 1975.
The Wankel, or rotary, engine has no pistons or conventional valves. Instead,
the engine block contains one or more rotors shaped like triangles . These rotate
on an. eccentric shaft Ili a rotor housing. Compression and combustion of fuel
take place as the volume changes between the rotor and the housing.,

*-4

A thermal reactor is a high-temperature chaMber that replaces the conventional
engine's exhaust manifold. In the Japanese firm's syNtem, hot gases from the
rotary engine enter the reactor where further burning of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide occurs.

The Japanese-wade car wit this system does not yet meet the original stringent
standards (90 percent reduction from uncontrolled cars) for emissions of nitro-
gen oxides, but durability tests_suggest that the rotary with thermal reactor
is Superior to the dual-catalyst system. Compared to 1973 conventional engines,
however, the rotary uses more.fuel. A fuel penalty of 30 percent is predictet

1_ YR
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Solutions: Gas Turbine A Look Under the Hood

FUEL

The gas turbine is--pptentiatly
reliable andquiet.,It uses a single
combustion chamber and com-
bustion is Continuous. Power. is
generated when heat expands:
gases from the combustor to drive
a high-speed turbine. p6wer from
)he moving turbine is then trans-
mitted through a set of gears to
the car's transmission. An
advantage of the turbine is-that
combustiOn'can be adjusted for .

-v,ery efficient burning of the fuels
and minimum pollutants in the
exh,aust. However, it has Problems
of high -fuel consumption and
low acceleration.

GAS TURBINE

0
AIR

INTAKE 0
0

EXHAUST

* 1:

o ° 0
00

a ""00

0

COMPRESSOR
POWER

TURBII4E
FINAL DRIVE GEARS

Ty
.

21.

e11.

":.`,0- ct

,



Cost --jhe Automobile: Energy and the Environment, March 1974%

Table 6. Characteristics of Aftprnate Propulsion ,S:ustets

(Note: Values .fro. for envies onl)." synijiewed in 19711

System 1) V Power
Weight

01))
1. ()Molly

(WO

I)JWIIIIC Current Standard ICE 165 hp 965 I 1 4

Advanced Spark Ignition ICE IX hp 930 12 8

Advanced Diesel System ISO hp 1125 16 7

Rotary Combustion (Wankel) System ISO lip , '730 13 8

'Rankine Cycle System 150 hp 1145 11 (1

0
Brayton Cycle (Gas 1 urine) System 150 lip 785 I I 0

Stirling Cycle System 50 hp 1560 19

Hybrid. Heat ngme/Ilectric (Nt-Zn)

s

1 ngm'e
100 hr

1480 12 5

Storage

ti ti II 3 Kw-hr "r

Hybrid: Heat ngme/I lywhcel Engme 1010 12 5
_400 hp

Skrage
.37 Kw -hr

Electric: Alkali Metal Battery (Li -S) 150 hp 1410 16 10,673
kw-hr/mi

1 lectrie Fuel Cell 150 hp 2110 14.0 10,000

(hut
C ()%1

(S)

910

1.277

/1,846

1,211

1.2111

3,7.80

2,380

1,451

Er 2 0

413
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APPENDIX F

EXAMPLES FROM TRACE METAL PRODUCT
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TABLE VII

PALS IN.BALT1MORE HARBOR, DELAWARE RIVER,
POTOMAC RIVER AND. JAMES RIVER SED1RENTS

Metal
Baltimore°
-Harbor22

Delaware
adver22

Potomac.

River17,

dames
oRiver16.

41

Chromium, mg/kg
Low
Average
High

..

10
492

5745

8

58

172

20

80

-NO

DATA
111I

Copper, mg/kg-

Low
Average
High

<1
342

2926

4
73.

201

S.,",-::

- , 10

60

- --

.

NO

DATA

Lead, mg/kg,
Low.

. Average
High

,

<1

341
1389b

-
%

,

.

26

145 '
805

.1.: ,4,

2
.20

100
,

... :4
27

55

g°

Zinc, mg/kg
Low 31 137 125 10
Average 888 523* 131
High 6040 1364 1000 708

CadmiAM, mg/kg
Low
Average

, High .

Nickel, mg/kg
,Low

Average
High

Manganese, mg/kg
.

'Low

'.:Average-

High
ION k zoltiot

<I!
6.3-6.6
654

12,
36 .

94 ,-,

_ NO.41

2.9-3.1
17 . .60 DATA 4

NO 20 '4' 'NO

DATA . 45 . DATA

121- NQ 500 NO
739

2721 DATA 4800 DATA

,

7 Herein:15 mg/kg

Low <.01 <.01 , .01 . .02
Average 1.17 1.99 .32
High 12.20 6.97 ' 1.00.

...,
--- Data taken from tables - ranges only ?,,-

, .,,

F-10 .
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TABLE
24

CONCENTRATION OF HEAVY METALS IR EARTH'S CRUST, AVG.'RANGE

A
Metal- Range, mg /k$

\QIEcmium .10 - 100.00

Copper 4.00 55.00

Lead 7.00 20.00

Zinc 16.00 95.00

CadmiuM .05 .30,

Nickel 2.90 75.00

Manganese 50.00 - 1100.00

Mercury .03 .4o

F-11
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